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Abstract

Estimatioii and Synthesis for Low Power, High Performance Integrated Circuits
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Premal Buch
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Professor A. Richard Newton, Chair

Power imnimizati(Hi is becoming very important for a number of reasons ranging from an
increasingdemand for portable computing to the problem of hot chips due to increasing
clock frequencies and device counts of integrated circuits. Minimizing power dissipation
of chips has an impact not only on energy savings, but also he^ create more reliable
chips. In this context, the advent of deep submicron technologies creates a moving target
for CAD algtxithms, which now need to reduce powerin the existingdesign methodology
as well as consider delay, power and area minimization from the deep submicron perspec
tive. This thesis presents a set of algorithmsfor the characterization and synthesisof high
perfmmance integrated circuits with a focus on low power design.

Algorithms for fast vector-dependent power simulation and vectOT-independent power
estimation at the transistor level are presented along with a fast mixed-signal simulator
used to drive the estimation. A mixed-abstracticxi methodology is outlined for chip-level
power estimation.

The logic synthesis problem is ^proached from two directions: optimizing a circuit
for new design criteria like power dissipation in the current design methodology, and a
new methodology for next generation circuit design targeting delay, power and area opti
mization in deep submicron technology. Statistical prq)erties of fimcdons and minterm
ixx)babilities in the Boolean space are analyzed and algorithms to reduce power dissipa
tion without compromising the traditional design criteria like delay and area are presented
at the technology independent and d^iendent level in the current static CMOS standard
cell based framework. Pass transistor logic (PTL) is proposed as a jvomising alternative to
static CMOS for deep submicron design and decomposed HDDs are prqx>sed as a suitable
logic level representation for synthesis of PTL networks. A comprehensive new synthesis
flow based on decomposed HDDs is outlined for PTL design. It is shown that the proposed
q)proach allows logic-level (^timizations similar to the traditimial multi-level network

ba^ synthesis flow for static CMOS, and also makes possible optimizations widi a direct
impact on delay, power and area of the final circuit implementation which do not have any
equivalent in the traditional ai^noach. Heuristic algorithms to synthesize PTL circuits
optimized for delay, power and area in the new methodology are presented.

I^ofessor A. Richard N<^on *
Dissertation Committee Chair
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Introduction

1.1. The New Design Challenges
Over the last several decades, the semiconductor industry has enjoyed an exponential growth as

{X'edicted byMoore's law. During thisgrowth, device sizes have continued to shrink, chipdensities
have been increasing by an order of magnitude evCTy six years and clock frequency has been

increasing by anorderof magnitude every eightyears [Cam97](Fig. 1-1). The 1994 Semiconductor

Industry Association roadmap predicted that in 1998 the process technologies willbe at 0.25p. and
the clock speeds at 450 MHz; and that they will reach 0.13p and 800 MHzrespectively in 2004.
Thetechnology growth is already ahead of thispredicted curvein 1997, with 0.18)i deepsubmicron
processes used in several advanced designs and the 600 MHz DEC Alphamicroprocessor already
in mainstream production, causing the roadmap to be revised upwards.

Traditionally, circuit design has been driven by two main cost criterion: chip area, which
has been used as a measure of the expected production yield, and speed, which has been the

performance metric strongly influencing the market success of a product In the deep submicron
technologies, with on-chip frequencies approaching a gigahertzand the device counts increasing to
several tens of millions of transistors, there are now several new challenges that designers must

address. The power dissipation of DEC Alpha, the fastest available microprocessor today, is 72
watts, and more mainstream microprocessors like the Pentium compatible series from Intel, AMD,
and Cyrix, are not far behind with power dissipations in the order of 40 watts. These numbers are
expected to rise to 140 watts even at the conservative prediction levels of the 1994 roadmap. On1
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Figure 1-1 : The deep submicron trend [Tau9S]

chip energy generation at this level can seriously affect the chip performance and reliability. Even
at the current levels of power dissipation, these designs are long beyond the range of the cheap

plastic, or evenceramic packaging. The expensive packaging andon-chip heat sinks required with
these designs also drives up the production cost. This has created an urgent need for power
minimization algorithms for high performance circuits.

Apart from high performance circuits, power minimization has also assumed great

importance in thecontext oftheincreasing demand forportable computing andtelecommunication
equipment andtheassociated problem of battery life.Withtheexisting battery technologies andthe
currentpower dissipations of even stripped-down versions of the state-of-the-art microprocessors,

the battery life for a typical portable computing device is of the orderof a few hours. The needto
extendthe batterylife and thusthe usability of thesedeviceshas been anotherbig driverin the need
for low power design techniques.

Along with the emergence of power as a major design concern, the advent of deep
submicron process technologies also impacts the traditional design flow in another way: smaller

geometries imply that the dominant delay moves from gates to wires and interconnect Narrowing
wire widths increases the resistances of the wires. This is partially compensated by using metals

with higher conductivity (e.g. copper) and by increasing the height of the wires, but the global
interconnect still scales quadratically with the scaling of technology. At l.Op technology in an
automatically placed and routed layout, intrinsic gate delay contributed to 70% of the path delay.
This has changed to a delay contribution of 10% in the 0.18|i technology, with the fanout load

contributing another 25% and the remaining 65% of the delay due to the interconnect^ [Keu97].
With the increasing importance of wires in the design, physical effects which were considered
second-order before (e.g. cross-talk, noise and signal integrity) cannot be ignored either. This

creates a need for algorithms which consider interconnect and physical design issues at all stages
in the design process.

1.2. The Traditional Design Methodology
The traditionalstatic CMOS standardcell based design methodology has been aimed at minimizing

the overall gate area and delays with no regard to power dissipation or wire planning. The design

process is usually carried out in a top-down fashion with several distinct, relatively decoupled
phaseslike highlevel synthesis, logic synthesis and physical design(Fig. 1-2).

High level synthesis generates a register transfer level structure which realizes the given
behavioral description. Temporal scheduling, and allocation andbindingof hardware are the issues
considered at this stage.

1. Formanually optimized layouts, gatedelayremainsthe dominant component today. However, the trend is
in the same direction.

Behavioral Specification

High Level Synthesis

Logic Description (BLIP, Verilog)

Logic Synthesis

Technology Independent Optimization
Cell Library

Technology E>ependent Optimization

rTechnology Mapped Netlist
Physical Design

Layout
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Figure 1-2: The traditional design flow

The input to the logic synthesisphase is the register transferlevel descriptionof the circuit,
and a cell library. The circuit is typically represented as a multi-level logic network, which is then

optimized for various design objectives like area and delay to generate a gate level netlist
implemented withelements fromthe givencell library. The optimization phaseitselfconsistof two
sub-phases: technology independent andtechnology dependent optimization ([Bar87][Bra87]). The

objective of the technology independent phase is to simplify the logic level netlist without making
any assumptions about the underlying technology to be used for the actual implementation of the
circuit Each node of the multi-level logic network at this stage represents an arbitrarily complex

function. The network is then optimized using Boolean and algebraic operations on nodes like node

factoring, substitution, elimination, node simplification using don't cares, etc. ([Sav90b]). The

technology dependent phase takes this netlist asinput and transforms it toimplement and optimize
it for a particular technology.

The mapped netlist is then input to the physical design tools which place and route the
netlist to realize the[^ysicallayout of thecircuit which is optimized forarea anddelay. Thislayout
can then be shipped out for manufacturing.

In lightof the design challenges described in the previous section, this methodology has
sev^al shortcomings. First, all phases of this flow currently target area and delay optimization.

With power dissipation becoming a major concern is designs, there is a need for power
characterization and optimization tools at all phases in this methodology. Another shortcoming of
this methodology is that it is gearedtowards optimizing the gatedelayof staticCMOSstandard cell
circuits. In the deep submicron technologies, interconnect delay is the dominant factor in path
delays. This is a major limitation of this methodology since the logic synthesis phase is entirely
decoupled from the physical designphase, and has very little information on the wires in the final
layout. Moreover, in the logic synthesis phase, the technology dependent phase can completely
randomize and make irrelevant the optimizations performed in the technology independent phase.
In order to meet the market demand for ever increasing clock speeds, it is necessary to look at
alternatives to the static CMOS technology as well as develop algorithms which consider the wire

delay when optimizing circuits. A solution to this problem would need a complete overhaul of the
existing design methodology.

In the last few years, power optimization has been a major focus of research interest and
synthesis in deep submicron technologies is now starting to get a great amount of attention. This
dissertation addresses some of the above needs by looking at power characterization techniques at

the transistor level of abstraction and power optimization algorithms for logic synthesis. It also
presents a new logic synthesis flow for pass transistor logic (PTL), a promising alternative to static

CMOSlogic, and a logic level r^resentation for PTL circuits which tightlycouplesthe logic level
optimizations to the final circuit implementation. This will be a part of the initiative on a new
synthesis framework for deep submicron technologies underway at the University of California,
Berkeley [Nex97].

13, The Low Power Design Problem
Powa*dissipation is influenced by decisions made at every stage of the design process starting from
the behavioral, to logic and transistor levels of abstraction. The design has to meet the power budget
at every stage. In order to achieve this without time consuming iterations of implementation and
evaluation, power estimation tools are needed at each level of design abstraction. Currently, the

problem of designing low power systems is tackled on an ad hoc basic, with designers usually
relying on experience and intuition. In order to design power efficient systems, formal techniques
have to be developed to minimize power dissipation. The following analyzes the power dissipation
in static CMOS circuits to put the power characterization and optimization problem in perspective.

In CMOS circuits, there are two components that contribute to power dissipation [Cha92a]:

static dissipation (due to leakage, substrate injection and sub-threshold currents) and dynamic
dissipation (due to switching transient current and charging and discharging of load capacitance).

The total power dissipated by the circuit, Ptotah

sum of the two components:

the static

power dissipation, and Pd- the dynamic power dissipation.

Pical" Ps^Pd

(EQl l)

In most CMOS ASICs the contribution due to static dissipation is small compared to

dynamic dissipation. The static power dissipation Pgof a circuit is given by the equation:

=

(EQ1.2)
i

where 7/ is the sumof the leakage, substrate injection andsub-threshold current of the CMOS gate,
is the supply voltage and n is the numberof devices in the circuits.

Ideally CMOS circuits dissipate no staticpower sincein the steady statethereis no direct
path from

to ground. However, in (H'actice, leakage, substrate injection and sub-threshold

currents give rise to a static component of CMOS pow^ dissipation. For a submicron NMOS
device with an effective W/L = 10/0.5,the substrateinjection current is on the ord^ of 1-lOOpA for
of 5V [Wat89]. Since the substrate current reaches its maximum for gate voltages near 0.4

and since gate voltages only reside in this range during the switching transients, the actual power

dissipation dueto substrateinjectioncontribution is severalordersof magnitudebelowother power
dissipation factors. Similarly, rev^e-bias junction leakage currents associated with the parasitic
diodes in the MOS devices are on the order on nanoamps and have little effect on the overall power

dissipation. Sub-thresholdcurrents arise from the fact that even when ^GS = 0, MOS transistors are
not perfect open switches and still carry a small current. At the current technologies this is a
negligiblefactor, but is expected to become more important as the

and Vyscale down [Gra94].

The dynamic component powo* dissipation is the sum of the short circuit power dissipation
of a gate and the capacitive power dissipation, and is proportional to the switching activity at the
output of a CMOS gate. The short circuit power dissipation is due to the fact that at some point
during the switching transient, both the NMOS and PMOS networks are turned on. During this
time, a short circuit exists between

and ground. This component can be kept below 10-15% of

the total power dissipation by designing the circuit such that the rise and fall times of the signals
throughout the design are within a fixed range and as close to equal as possible [Vee84].

PMOS

charge

pull-up
netwon

n

V

discharge
NMOS

pull-down
network

J_

short
circuit +
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Bgure 1-3: Power dissipation in CMOS circuits

The dominant componentof power dissipation (and also the over-all power dissipation) is

the capacitive power dissipation, which results from the charging and discharging of parasitic
capacitancesin the circuit as circuit nodes change values. For the circuit in Fig. 1-3, where all the
parasitic capacitances are lumped at the output in the equivalent load capacitor C/^, as the input
switches from high to low, the NMOS pull-down network is cut off and the PMOS pull up network

is activated, charging Q up to

This chargingprocess draws an energy equal to

from

thepowersupply. Halfof thisis dissipated in the PMOS transistors while theotherhalfis storedon
the loadcapacitance. Then, when the input makes a transition from zero backto one,the process is
reversed and the capacitance is discharged with its energy dissipated in the NMOS network. The

capacitive power dissipation Pj for a gate thendirectly depends on the switching activity of the
gate and is given by:

(EQ 1.3)

where

is the output load capacitance on the gate i,

is the supply voltage, / is the clock

frequency and a^- is the expected number ofnumber ofswitching transitions per clock cycle for
gate I. This component ofpowar dissipation typically contributes toalmost 90% ofthe total power
dissipation. The dynamic power dissipation

of a circuit with n gates is then given by the

summation:

=

(eqi.4)
i

From the power characterization perspective, theabove analysis means that estimating the
load capacitance and the switching activity are the two main challenges in performing accurate

power estimation. Early inthedesign process, the capacitance can be estimated bytreating circuit
blocks as pre-characterized black boxes, and the switching activity can be estimated from highlevel simulation data. However, while such estimates serve the purpose of guiding early design

decisions, they arenotvery useful foraccurate characterization ofa circuit A very accurate analysis
of thepower dissipation canonly be performed at a stage inthedesign process when thetransistor
level description of the circuit with all the parasitic information is available. Such an accurate
estimation methodology is one of the topics addressed in this dissertation.

From thepower optimization perspective, the above analysis means thatpower savings can

be achieved by reducing the power supply voltage, clock speed, circuit c^acitances or switching
activity. Thesupply voltage value andthesystem clock frequency areusually fixed in thebeginning
of thedesign process basedon market anddesign process driven considerations (thereare stillsome

optimizations possible which reduce the supply voltage and local clockfrequency for partsof the
circuitnot in the criticalpath. These are also typically performed at the behavioral level [Cha92a]).
The gate and transistor level optimization techniques should then be targetedtowards minimizing
the circuit capacitances and switching activity. Circuit capacitances are typically a strong function

of the active gate area (although wiring capacitance may become a factor as technology scales). As

a result, ttie minimum area implementation of a circuit often corresponds to the minimum power

implementation as well, and power savings can be gained by applying area minimization algorithms
to a circuit. In general however, this is not true because die power dissipation is a strong function

of the switching activity, and there is a need for algorithms specifically directed at reducing
switching activity as well. Such optimization techniques at the logic level of abstraction is another
topic addressed by this dissertation.

1.4. The Proposed Solution: Dissertation Overview
This dissertation addresses the three problems described above; power characterization, power

optimization, and synthesis for next generation technologies. The solutions presented here can be

used as point tools for estimation and synthesis, or as a part of a largerframework for the estimation
and synthesis for next generation designs (Fig. 1-4).

Chapter 2 addresses the power characterization problem. A methodology for vector-

dependent and vector-independent transistor level power estimation is described, which consists of
faster core circuit simulation algorithms, their application to power simulation, and a statistical
model for the average power estimation problem.

Chapter 3 addresses the problem of power optimization. Specifically, logic level power

optimization techniques are described at the technology independent and dependent level. These
techniques exploitthe statistical properties of the minterm probability distributions in the Boolean
spaceto minimize the powerdissipation of a circuitwithout trading off areaor delay.

Chapter 4 addresses the problem of logic synthesis forpasstransistor networks. A newflow

for passtransistor logic synthesis is outlined. Thisflow allows logic-level optimizations similar to
the traditional multi-level network based synthesis flow for static CMOS, and also makes possible
10
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Figure 1-4: Proposed Solution

optiinizations with a direct impact on area, delay and power of the final circuit implementation.
Decomposed HDDs are proposed as a suitable logic level rq}resentation for such a flow. Finally, in

Chapter5, a summaryof the dissertation is presented and someof the possibledirectionsof future
research on the topics presented here are outlined.
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2

Power Characterization

2.1. Introduction

Power charactmzation is essential to systematically guiding the design process to meet its pow^

goals as the design movesthroughthe registertransfer, logic and transistorlevels of abstraction. In
the initial stages of the design, power characterization is required to obtain feedback about design
decisions, while in the later stages power characterization can be used to help identify potential hot

spotsin tl^ designbeforeit is fabricated. A challenging problem in thiscontextis howto efficiently
obtainpowerestimates whichmeetthe accuracy andtherun-time constraints of the designer. In this
work, we focus on the problem of power characterization at the transistor level of design
abstraction.

The powercharacterization [X'oblem encompasses the problems of estimating the average

power dissipation of a circuit, estimating the worst-case sustainable power dissipation and
computing instantaneous power dissipation. The worst-case powerdissipation is of interest from
theelectromigration andchipreliability perspective, whileaverage powerdissipation is useful from

the battery life and packaging selection perspective. In this work, we focus on the problem of
estimating the average power dissipation of the circuit The proposed estimation technique uses a
new, fast power simulator at its core which can be directly applied to compute the instantaneous
power dissipation of the circuit as well.

As presented in Section 1.3, CMOS and BiCMOS circuits draw a very small amount of
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power supply current in their steady state. The bulk ofthe power supply current is drawn when a
circuit node changes its value. Consequently, the power estimation problem is strongly vector

dependent. All power characterization techmques targeting this problem can be classified under
three broad classes: vector-indq[)endent techniques (e.g. statistical/empirical techmques [Lan93]),

weakly vector-dependent techniques (e.g. probabilistic techniques [Naj94a][Tsu93b]), and vector-

dependent techniques (e.g. simulation based techniques [Cir87][Den94][Kan86]). Each ofthese
classof methods offersa different runtime-error trade-offs, withincreasing runtimes anddecreasing
errors in the order above.

Empirical techniques generally make use ofstatistical measures ofthe circuit. They read a
description of the design, compile various statistical measures (e.g. chip area, transistor count,
feature size, number ofpins, design functionality etc.), and calculate the power consumption based
on these measures. Although these methods can bevery fast, since very little ofthe implementation
details are accounted for, theorors can be vCTy high. The main useof these methods is to obtain
rough estimates of power dissipation at early stages of the design.

The main advantages of the probabilistic techniques are their small runtimes and weak

vector dependence. The probabilistic techniques use a stochastic model oflogic signals ofacircuit

and propagate the probabilities oflogic values through the combinational logic modules inorder to
compute theav^age switching rate ofthe circuit. This measure isinturn, used toobtain the average

power consumption of the circuit. It can potentially beaccurate; however, for high accuracy, the
spatial and temporal correlation between internal node values must bemodeled. As this proves to
beexpensive, most approaches trade offaccuracy for speed, resulting inhighly inaccurate estimates
at times. Methods which attempt to model theseeffects suffer from blow-ups in timeand memory

requirements. This class of methods is weakly vector dependent since these methods use input
probabilitiesonly and do not require input vectors.
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Simulation based methods offer the most direct approach of obtaining the power

dissipation of a circuit. These methods consist of simulating thecircuit undo* user-provided input
vectors and monitoring its powerdissipation. While offering good accuracy, this approach suffers

fiom the drawback of large runtimes. Furthermore, the strong pattern-dependence is a severely

limiting constraint since it is often impossible to obtain a large enough input pattern set suchthat

thepower estimate is statistically meaningful. Even in cases where such inputs are available, it is
not easy todetermine thesizeofthevector setrequired toobtain a meaningful estimate ofthepower

dissipation ina typical opiatingenvironment Adigital design with n inputs can have 2"possible
combinations at the primary inputs. For an analog design, or when considering temporal
correlations between input values indifferent cycles in thedigital case, thesizeof thepossible input
vector set would increase exponentially.

Characterizing a transistor-level design for power requires very accurate estimation tools
which can model all physical effects in the device models (particularly so for deep submicron

technology) and identify main sinks ofpower inthe design. Thus, while empirical and probabilistic
techniques are useful inobtaining rough estimates ofpower dissipation atearly stages ofthe design,
due to above disadvantages they are not suitable for very accurate estimation. On the otherhand,

industry standard circuit simulators such as SPICE3e [Nag75] and HSPICE [HSP92], while
offering good accuracy, suffer from a drawback oflimited capacity andlarge runtimes. Moreover,
it is clearly not feasible to perform exhaustive simulation of all possible input combinations to

obtain a power estimate ofthe design. Thus atechnique isneeded for fast estimation via simulation,
but with some approach to limit the required number of input patterns.

In this work a solution is proposed to this problem of transistor level power estimation
whichconsistsof a new, fast circuit simulatorSYMPHONY [Buc97a],a power simulatorusing the

SYMPHONY asitscore engine [Buc95b], and a statistical power estimation technique which uses
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this powersimulator to yieldpowerestimates witha givenconfidence anderror margin [Buc96a].
The resulting approachcombines the accuracyof the simulation-based approaches with the weak
vector dependence of probabilistic ^qjproaches.

SYMPHONY is a new mixed signal circuit simulator that alleviates some of the problems
faced by tools such as HSPICE, dius making it realistically feasible to perform power estimation

via simulation of the entire design. SYMPHONY combines the stepwise equivalence conductance
^roach [Lin93b] for digital MOS devices, a new piecewise-linear model for digital bipolar
devices, and a SPICE-like engine for analog subcircuits for fast and accurate circuit simulation.
SYMPHONY can be 2X-250X faster then SPICE3e depending upon the amount of analog circuitry
present in the design.

From the power simulation standpoint, the advantage of this approach is that the power can
be measured directly, without any additional overhead, by monitoring the conductance and the

voltage waveform during each time-step. Using the stepwise equivalent conductance for each non
linear device and the piecewise linearity of the voltage waveforms, computing the power

dissipation in a device in each time-step is reduced to a constant-time evaluation.

For power estimation, a stochastic model is developed for power dissipation at the

transistor level. The concept of transitional density [Naj93] (used for gate level power estimation
in [Bui93]) is extended to analog waveforms. It is shown that a similar ^proach can be adopted for
power estimation at the transistor level. Specifically, it is proved that for each device voltage

variable, a companion stochastic [H'ocess can be constructed which converges to the device power
dissipation everywhere and is strict-sense stationary and mean-ergodic. Pow^ estimation is then

reduced to a mean estimation problem and a Monte Carlo approach is applied to solve it. This
consists of applying random inputs to the system and monitoring its output. A formal stopping
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critmon is derived to guarantee a desired error bound at a specified confidence level, under the
assumption that power dissipation in a clock cycle is normally distributed.

To further speed-up the estimation process, a divide-and-conquer approach is used to break

down the problem in sizes that become practically feasible for transistor-level simulation. Each sub-

p-oblem can still be further partitioned to gain speed-ups in the circuit simulation process itself, as
in [Kle82]. The main advantage of partitioning for estimation is that the multi-rate behavior and
stiffness of a circuit from the power perspective can be exploited. Partitioning the circuit allows

using different input vector sets of appropriate size for different parts of the circuit. This not only

speeds-upthe estimation process by reducing computation, but also improvesthe accuracy of the
stoppingcriteria of the Monte Carlo estimationin case of circuits where a single power dissipation
model does not fit well. A statistical model is used to propagate signal information between

partitions of a circuit. This model can also be used to bias the input vector generation if any
information about external inputs is provided by the user.

The rest of the ch^ter is organized as follows: SYMPHONY is introduced in Section 2.2
and its application to the problem of power simulation described in Section 2.3. A statistical

technique for transistor-level powerestimation is presentedin Section2.4 and summaryof the work
presented in this ch^^ter on power characterization in Section 2.5.

2.2. SYMPHONY: A Fast Mixed Signal Circuit Simulator
2.2.1. Introduction

The growing use of mixed signal circuit design has given rise to a new set of challenges to CAD
tools. To characterize and verify the functionality of the design at the transistor and layout level,
circuit simulation is still one of the most important tools. While it is always possible to simulate the
entire transistor level circuit with time trusted tools like SPICEBe [Nag75] and HSPICE [HSP92],
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for large state-of-the-art circuits this has long ceased tobeafeasible option. The common approach
to mixed signal simulation is to use fast tools (which trade-off accuracy for speed) to simulate
digital parts ofthe circuit, more accurate simulators for the analog parts and hope that there are no

prnhlems when both are put together in the same design. There are some simulation frameworks
that interface fast, event-driven digital simulators with time point-driven analog simulators
[Acu90][Cha92c][Vis91] but they can have problems handling strong feedback from analog to
digital subcircuits (and vice versa).

With thepush towards faster and faster designs, theuse of bipolar devices indigital designs

is increasing again. Most of the research inrecent years has been concentrated ondeveloping fast
circuit simulators for CMOS circuits. Existing mixed-signal simulators either cannot handle

BiMOS circuits or perform poorly onthem since tiiey do not exploit any special characteristics of
these circuits.

In thiswork, we present some techniques for efficient simulation of BiMOS mixed signal
circuits, and SYMPHONY, a mixed signal circuit simulator which embodies them. SYMPHONY
combines a fast simulator for digital circuits with a SPICE-like nonlinear solver for analog

subcircuits. Thetypical switching behavior of bipolar devices indigital setting isexploited by using
a simplified model to s^proximate thebipolar device characteristics to speed-up thesimulation. The

problem of minimizing theworst cases^proximation oror is formulated. As theanalytical solution
of thisproblem canbe very complex, a heuristic is {X'oposed to achieve this by using a PWL model
with expanded Chebyshev points asthebrealqpoints. Dynamic circuit partitioning is combined with
an event-driven £^proach to exploitthe latencyand multi-rate behavior, andefficiently handletight
coupling and feedback in the circuit.

In the following, Section 2.2.2details the digital and analog simulation platforms and the
eventmanagement in SYMPHONY, and Section 2.2.3 describes dynamic partitioning for BiMOS
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circuits and its implementation in SYMPHONY. In Section2.2.4, a new PWL model for bipolar
device characteristics is introduced. Section 2.2.S presents some experimental results on a set of

BiMOS circuits and Section2.2.6 concludes with a summaryof the contributions of this work.

2.2.2. Simulator Architecture

SYMPHONY is an event-driven mixedsignal simulator which combines a fast simulationengine
for digital circuits with a traditional nonlinear solver a la SPICE for the analog subcircuits. Static
and dynamic circuit partitioning (apart from any us^-input) are used to identify analog and digital
subcircuits in the circuit to be simulated.

The digital simulator uses stepwise equivalence conductance [Lin93b] to model nonlinear

device conductancesand piecewiselinear voltage waveforms. This ai^roach for the digital engine
in SYMPHONYis employed in this work since it provides good speed-upswhile maintaining high
accuracy and guaranteeing consistency, stability, convergency. In the following, a brief review of
this approach is presented (for more details please refer to [Lin93b])

Assuming for the sake of simplicity, that there are no inductors and only constant capacitors
in the circuit, the circuit equations are of the form

J(V(0) + CV(0 = I^t)

wh^ V(t) is the node voltage vector,

(EQ2.1)

V(0) is the current flowing through resistive devices, C is

the constant capacitance matrix, and Igit) is the vector of inputs. The nonlinear system of EQ. 2.1
can be transformed to a linear-time variant system below without any loss of generality

G(0V(0+ cm = I^t)

(EQ 2.2)

where G(t) represents the equivalent conductance matrix for every branch in the circuit at time r,
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with G(r)V(f) = !RV{t)) atevery time instant t, G(t) can beexpanded ina Taylor series around t =
t„. Retaining onlythe firsttwoterm gives,

[G(g +

- f„)] V(0 +CV(f) = I^t)

(EQ 2.3)

This can then be furth^ approximated as,

gy(t) + CV(0 = Igit)

whCTe, for

(EQ 2.4)

K

-tn.Q = G{t^) +G•(t„) •y. EQ. 2.4 can be solved using sparse Gaussian

elimination or LU decomposition, andno Newton-Raphson iterations areneeded.

The analog subcircuits can require very high accuracy (even at the expense of runtime),

which isbest provided by traditional, exact simulation techniques. Hence, for the analog subcircuits
(which are obtained by circuit partitioning or user input), we use the traditional Newton-R^hson
iteration-based approach [Nag75].

SYMPHONY uses an event-driven mechanism to take advantage of circuit latency. The

time-step is controlled by the validity of the stepwise equivalent conductance approximation for
digital subcircuits and anLTE based error control formula for analog subcircuits.
Fora MOSFET spanning two regions, thegate voltage is computed bycurve-fitting when

evaluating the region containing the source/drain nodes. For safe event scheduling, it is required
that the gate voltage can becomputed correctly any time the corresponding source/drain regions are
evaluated.

Since the simulation of analogsubcircuits is iteration based, the time step may have to be
reduced and the event discarded if the iterations do not converge. Due to this back-tracking in time.
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last time-point =
(predicted) time-point = r^j

primary mput
current time-pomt = t

(analog) J last time-point =
next (predicted) time-point =

Figure 2-1: Event Scheduling

voltage waveforms cannot be predicted by extrapolation. Thus, in Fig. 2-1 the voltage of node rig
(in Rg) can be safely determined only up to time tg„.

In case of digital subcircuits, time-steps are selected such that validity of the predictor is
guaranteed by construction (using LTE criteria applied to the stepwise equivalence conductance
approach). Thus, in Fig. 2-1, thevoltage of node
fitting) for any time up to

(inR^) canbe consistently predicted (bycurve-

j.

Safely evaluating a region R at time r, requires that the voltages and slopes of all inputs to

theregion at time t be available. Fortheinput fi-om a digital region, thisrequires that

> t. For

an input from an analog region, this requires that tg„ > t.
Thus, the time counter (event time of the subcircuit under evaluation) does not increase

monotonically. Lx)cal queues to store events for each region, and a global queue to store events

satisfying the safe evaluation criteria, are used. Local and global clocks are used to keep track of
the simulation time and limit the window of voltage history that need be maintained.

2.2.3. Dynamic Partttioning for Simulationof BiMOS Circuits
Circuit partitioning to improve the speed-up simulation is a well-known technique. Weak coupling
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between the gate and drain/source ofa MOSFET and unidirectionality ofsignal {H'opagation can be
used to a priori (statically) partition a circuit in channel-connected components [Bry84][Kle82].

Bipolar devices have strong coupling between the base and the collector/emitter nodes.
Also, unidirectionality of signal propagation cannot be assured. Consequently, static circuit
partitioning cannot be applied to bipolar circuits.

While there are several works on dynamic partitioning under diff^ent assumptions

[Boy78][Sav90a][Vid86][Yu94], theproblem ofdynamic partitioning for arbitrary BiMOS circuits
in an event-driven framework has not been addressed before.

A common feature of BiMOS designs is the large number of predominantly MOS

subcircuits with a few bipolar devices as output drivers etc. These subcircuits often represent

independent functional blocks in the design. If only static partitioning is used, bipolar devices can

act as a glue between two functionally independent regions, resulting in large regions containing
many functional blocks. Thus, the latency andmulti-rate behavior between these functional blocks
under the input stimuli cannot be exploited.

Dynamic partitioning can be used to speed-up the simulation in such cases by taking
advantage of the special behaviorof bipolar devices in digital subcircuits. These bipolar devices
togglebetween the on andoffstateof thedevice,withlittletimespentin the transitions. Sincewhen

the bipolar device is off^ thereis no coupling between the baseand the collector/emitter nodes, the
solution for the base node can be decoupled from the solution for the collector/emitter nodes.

SYMPHONY starts by initially partitioning the circuit at MOSFET gates (if any), and

labels the partitions with BJTs as super-regions. For each super-region, a signal flow graj^ G is
constructed by inserting a directed edge between nodes i and j if there is any coupling between
nodesi andj in the circuit. At each time point, someof the edges may be active (if the bipolar device
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connecting the two nodes is on) or inactive (if the bipolar device is off). The signal flow graph G
may have one or more disconnected components after the removal of all inactive edges. Each such

disconnectedcomponent rein-esents a dynamicpartition of the analog subcircuit Since there is no
coupling between these partitions,each can be simulatedindependently with different time-points.

Duringthe simulation, whenever a bipolardevice changesstate, the signal flow gnq}h G is
updated to reflect the deletion/addition of active edges. This can result in one dynamic partition
being divided in one/more partitions or two dynamic partitions being m^ged. M^ging two

partitions can be a problem if both have a different time-stamp. In this case, both regions are
synchronized by scheduling them for evaluation at the current simulation time.

2.2.4. A PWL Model for Simulation of Digital Bipolar Circuits
The stepwise equivalentconductanceapproximation is best suited for devices whose conductances
are not very sensitive to voltage changes. Due to the exponential nature of the bipolar device
characteristics, it cannot be applied to simulation of bipolar devices. Using the Newton-Raphson
iterations based solver for regions containing bipolar devices can introduce avoidable runtime

degradation in casesof BiMOS designs withdigital behavior. However, if we are interested in only
the typical region of operation of the device, a polynomial model (of user-specified order)can be
fitted to the device characteristics and the stepwise equivalent conductance approach applied to it.

In the following, this problem is formulated. The exact analytical solution for the best fit-

polynomial given the degrees of freedom of the model is non-trivial. Using results from the
numerical analysis literature, a heuristic is proposed to generate a goodapproximation to the device
characteristics via a PieceWise Linear (PWL) model. In practice, a 3 to 4 order model (i.e. 3 to 4

PWL segments) was found to be sufficient for good accuracy.

The heuristic proposed herehas applicability beyondjust applying the stepwise equivalent
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conductance to bipolar devices. PWL modeling is applied to approximate a complex, non-linear

system in many problems. While there has been a lot of work on algorithms to simulate PWL
systems, these assume the existence of a PWL model of the system. The problem of automatic
generation of a PWL model has notbeenaddressed before. Obtaining a goodapfx'oximation to the

system function is very critical to accuracy and conv^gence of these algorithms. The formal
method proposed here can be used in such cases to obtain the breakpoints for the PWL
^)proximation, such that the worstcase ^proximation error is minimized.

Definition 2.1 (approximation error): Let

p^(jc) e

be the set of all polynomials of degree < n, and

^)proximate agiven function^x) uniformly well on some interval a<x<b. The error

in the approximation of

is measured by the norm [ConSO]:

lf-d^=

aSxS b

I/W-pWI

(EQ2.5)

Ideally, we would want a best uniform approximation from 7i„, that is a polynomial p„{x) of
degree <n for which;

min
n

We denote the number |/ - p„|^ by dist^(/, jc„) and call it the uniform distance on the interval
a<x<b offfrom polynomials of degree ^ n.

Theorem 2.1: A function/ whichis continuous on a < x < b has exactly one best uniform^prox-

imation on a <x<b from 7C„. The polynomial p €

is the best uniform approximation to/ on

a<x^b if and only if there are /i+2 points a < Xq <... <

^, < b sothat

i-mf{xi)-p{x.)] = zif-pi^ i = 0,....n+l
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(EQ2.6)

with e = signumlfixo) -pixo)]-

A proof of this theorem can be found in [ConSO]. The construction of a best uniform

{^3proximation from n„ is, in general, a non-trivial task. By proper interpolation, almost best
£q)proximations to nonlinear functions canbe obtained with much less computation.

Theorem 22 : Let p^{x) e ji^, inteipolate fix) at the points Xq<x^<... <x^ in the interval
a<x<b of interest. Then

dist^a. t„)21/ where [A

^ (1 +

"„)

(EQ 2.7)

is the uniform norm ofthe Lebesguefunction A^ix) given by.
n

A„(') = X
1= 0

Yl (x-Xj)l{x.-Xj)

(EQ 2.8)

j = 0,j^i

A proof of this theorem can be found in [ConSO]. It is thus desirable to choose the

interpolation points jcq,..., x„ in a<x<b such a way that [|Abe as small as possible. This is
almost accomplished by the expanded Chebyshev points for the interval a<x<b, given by

X. =ijfl + +( f l - ® "
It can be shown that the |a

,corresponding to the expanded Chebyshevpoints is within

2% ofthe smallest possible value of|A„|^ for all n. From Theorem 2and by computing the values

of |aJ|„, it can be shown that for n<47, the error in the polynomial interpolating fix) at the
expanded Chebyshev points is never bigger than 4 times the best possible error

dist^(/, 7c^) (obtained by using the best uniform apin'oximation polynomial P„(x)), and isusually
smaller (by contrast, if A^ denotes the Lebesgue function for a uniform spacing of interpolation
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points, then |aJ[|„ ^

,which grows very nq)idly with n).

Weusetheexpanded Chebyshev pointsas the break points for thePWL aj^roximation of

the bipolar i-v characteristics. Since at every instant, the bipolar devices is still modeled by an
effective conductance (which is now a PWL function of the terminal voltages) the structure of the

system ofequations from EQ. 2.4 remains unchanged. Standard iteration-based techniques areused
to solve the PWL system [Kat65].

2.2^. Results

The speed-up obtained by SYMPHONY over SPlCE3e is due to three techniques: the stepwise

equivalence conductance approach, the PWL model for digital bipolar devices, and dynamic
partitioning foranalog bipolar subcircuits. Exp^mental results demonstrate theefficiency of each
of thesetechniques. In the following, allruntimes areon a DEC 5100/25 platform witha 24 Mbyte
main memory.

Table2-1 presents experimental results on industrial analog/digital BiMOS circuits. These
circuits havebipolar and MOS devices in the analog subcircuits and MOS devices elements in the
digital subcircuits. Thus, thespeed-up is due to thestepwise equivalence conductance technique for

the digital subcircuits anddynamic partitioning for analog subcircuits. Column 1 has the names of
the industrial circuits. Column 2 contains the number of devices in the circuit and Column 3

indicates the percentage of these devices in the digital subcircuits. Column 4 and Colunm 5
comparethe runtimes of SYMPHONY and SPlCE3efor the inputstimuliprovidedwiththe circuits
and Column 6 contains the relative speed-up achieved by SYMPHONY over SPICE3e for these
simulations. The results indicate that, SYMPHONY yields 2x-250x speed-up over SPlCE3e. The

speed-up increases with the increase in percentage of digital subcircuits in the design. The
waveforms comparisons in Fig. 2-2 and Fig. 2-3 demonstrate the high accuracy of SYMPHONY.
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# devices

Circuit

Incmos inverter

register file
adder

S bit counter

16 bit multiplier

runtime (sec)

% digital

Speed-up

subckt

SPICE3e

SYMPHONY

6

0.0

1.3

0.6

2.2

204

11.6

192.1

68.8

2.8

24

33.4

10.8

3.5

3.1

170

97.9

288.8

13.5

21.4

7034

99.9

305656.4

1224.3

249.7

Table 2-1: Results on BiMOS benchmark circuits

Circuit

SYMPHONY

SPICEBe

# nodes

Speed-up

bipolar inverter 1

4

0.8

0.3

2.7

bipolar inverter2

37

4.2

2.1

2.0

bipolar fiip-fiop

170

41.8

19.6

2.1

ring oscillator

99

-

Table 2-2: Results on digital bipolar circuits (A

38.4

-

indicates that the program could not converge)

Note that the user can further increase the accuracy in parts of the circuit by specifying them as
analog.

Table 2-2 presentsexperimentalresults on some MCNCbenchmarkcircuits.These circuits
consist of (digital) bipolar devices only. Thus, the speed-up over SPICE is due only to the PWL

bipolardevicemodel. Column 1 has the circuit names and Column 2 contains the number of nodes
in the circuit. Column 4 and Column 5 compare the runtimes of SYMPHONY and SPICESe for the

input stimuli provided with the circuits and Column 6 contains the relative speed-up achieved by
SYMPHONY over SPICE3e for these simulations. The results show that just the PWL bipolar

device model can yield speed-ups of 2x-3x over SPICE3e.
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2.2.6. Condiisioiis

SYMPHONY, an efficient mixed signal simulator was presented. SYMPHONY combines a fast

simulator for digital circuits with a traditional nonlinear solver a la SPICE for the analog

subcircuits. Thedigitalsimulator usesstepwise equivalence conductance to modelnonlinear device
conductancesand achievesadditionalspeed-upby modelingthe voltagesby PWL waveforms. The

simulator is implemented in an event-driven framework with local and global clocks for event
management.

The main contributions of this work are:

• A new PWL model for device characteristics of bipolar elements in digital subcircuits based on

Extended Chebyshev points which minimizes the worst case approximation error.

• Dynamic circuit partitioning to fully exploit the latency and multirate behavior of the circuit.

Experimental results over a suit of BiMOS circuits show that SYMPHONY yields
substantial speed-ups over industry-standard circuit simulators.

23. Power Simulation
2.3.1. Introduction

Instantaneous power dissipation of a circuit under a given input sequence can be computed by
simulating the circuit for the given input vectors and monitoring its pow^ dissipation. The power
dissipation of the circuit is given by:

P(')=

X
all elements

V-C) •/,(')=

X ^dd'ddC)

(EQ2.10)

all supplies

where V^(r) and I,it) are the instantaneous voltage drop and the current through element i in the
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V„ =p)wer

1

input

Figure 2-4 : Power simulation in SPICE

circuit, Vqq is the power supply voltage and

is the current drawn through the supply

Since the circuit simulator computes the instantaneous voltage waveforms for all nodes and current
waveforms for all branches, computing the total current drawn from the power suiq)ly is a

straightforward task using EQ. 2.10. To obtain the power dissipation in a circuit element, the

product of V,{t) and //(f) in EQ. 2.10 is computed for each time-step using non-linear numerical
integration. Instantaneous power dissipationcan also be computedby adding a non-invasivepower

meter element shown in Fig. 2-4 whose parameter (P, Ry, Cy) values are adjusted such that the

voltage drop across the capacitor Cy isequal tothe instantaneous circuit power dissipation [Kan86].
The key to efficiency gains in power simulation then lies in the speed and accuracy of the
techniques used in the circuit simulation engine.

In the following, the power simulation algorithm to compute the instantaneous power

dissipation and the power dissipation in circuit elements within the SYMPHONY framework is
described in Section 2.3.2, the results of applying SYMPHONY to power simulation of industrial

circuits are presented in Section 2.3.3, and the contributions of this work are summarized in Section
2.3.4.
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23.2. Power Simulation using SYMPHONY
The stepwise equivalence conductance and the piecewise linear waveform approximation are
ideally suited for efficient power computation. The power can be measured directly by monitoring
the conductance and the voltage waveform during each time-step. Using EQ. 2.10, The power

dissipated in each device during a time step

(fi-om t„ to t„+i) is given by

1

=1 J V(t)7(V(t))dt

(EQ2.11)

" t.
Recall that, during each time-step, each nonlinear device conductance is approximated by

an equivalent conductance ^(EQ. 2.4). Thus, EQ. 2.11 can be simplified as:

tn +1

f J^

(EQ2.12)

Since the voltage waveforms are piecewise linear, dV/dt is a constant for a given time step.
Thus, the power dissipated in each device from t„ to t„+i can be obtained by simply computing the
area under the power waveform curve given by:

Pd

=|/[v(g./f|Jd/

(EQ2.13)

The power in capacitors can be computed similarly. Specifically, one can directly measure

the power consumption during simulation using the piece-wise linearity property of the waveforms
in SYMPHONY. For each event during the course of a simulation, we perform the following

calculations. Suppose an event changes the voltage across a capacitor Q from
time

Then, the power dissipated from tg to tj is given by:
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at time

to v; at

=

(EQ2.14)
R

where

is the average value of

and v;. dV/dtis a constant as before. Inductors in the circuit

are handled similarly, with the inductor current (computed for transient simulation using the
modified nodal analysis) as the controlling variable.

Ihen average powCT up to the time

P, S -i2—2
''
where
r = 0 to

is updated as follows.

^!-Js

!—r.

(EQ2.15)

h

denotesthe powerconsumedfrom

to t; and

denotesthe powerconsumedftom

We perform this calculation for every event of die simulation, and finally sum up the

power dissipated at every node to obtain the power consumption of the circuit.

23.3. Results

The powerestimator described in the previous section has been implemented in the SYMPHONY
framework [Buc95b]. HSPICE [HSP92], the industry standard circuit simulator, and PowerMill

[Den94], the industry standard fast power simulator are used along with this program to compare
benchmark results. Industrial circuits obtained from LSI Logic Corporation were used for the

purposeof this benchmarking,. The netlistswere extractedfrom the layout of real designsgenerated
in the design synthesis environment of LSI Logic using their ASIC cell libraries and deep
submicron devices. These circuits range in size from 200 to 6(XX) cell units in the LSI technology.
These netlists were then used along with input stimuli to serve as data for HSPICE, PowerMill and
SYMPHONY. The results were obtained on a Sun SparclO platform with a 512 Mbyte main
memory and 865 Mbyte virtual memory.
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The circuits used in the e)q)eriments are listed in Table 2-3. Column 1 contains the circuit
names. Column 2, Column 3 and Column 4 contain the number of cells, the number of MOS and

numberof capacitorsin the design respectively. Colunm 5 contains a brief descriptionofthe circuit
functionality.

Table 2-4 shows the power measurement results for these circuits. These results compare
the SYMPHONY and PowerMill results with HSPICE, since HSPICE is widely accq)ted as the
most accurate circuit simulator available. Column 2, Colunm 3, and Column 4 correspond to the

power dissipation results reported by HSPICE,PowerMill, and SYMPHONY, respectively for the
circuits in Colunm 1. Columns 5 and Column 6 show the percentage error in the PowerMill and

SYMPHONY measurement respectively as compared to HSPICE. It can be seen that in all cases,
SYMPHONY is more accurate than PowerMill. Also, note that while PowerMill both under and

over-estimates the HSPICE power dissipation, SYMPHONY always provides a conservative

power estimate. While this property can be guaranteed theoretically, it is very useful when applying
power simulation to guide power optimization.

Table 2-S comparesthe runtimesof all three simulators. Column 2, Colunm 3 and Column
4 contain the runtimes for HSPICE, PowerMill, and SYMPHONY respectively for the circuits in

Column 1. Colunm 5 and Column 6 present the runtime speed-up achieved by PowerMill and

SYMPHONY respectively over HSPICE. Note that the speed-ups for both PowerMill and
SYMPHONY increase with the size of the circuit, and that in all cases SYMPHONY is faster than

PowerMill. PowerMill constructs look-up tables for the device characteristics of each MOS in the
circuit and caches them on disk. These tables have to be constructed only once when a design is

simulated for the first time, or when a change is made in a previously simulated design. The current

implementation of SYMPHONY does not have this optimization. However, this can be

implemented in SYMPHONY and doesnot representany algorithmic limitation. To give an idea of
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the potential savings possible by this optimization, the runtimes for PowerMill excluding the table
generation time(as would bethecasefora previously simulated design) arereported in parentheses
in Colunm 3.

Capacitors

Descriptifm

Size (ceD units)

MOS devices

mux2bl6

208

214

134

16 bit 2-to-l mux

clal6

993

1200

500

16 bit carry lode ahead adder

multS

1276

2691

1008

8 bit Wallace tree multiplier

multl6

5320

9778

3148

16 bit Wallace tree multiplier

multpl6

6344

11314

3922

16 bit pipelined multiplier

Circuit

Table 2-3: Circuits for power simulation benchmaiking

% Error (w.r.t HSPICE)

Power Dissipaticm (mW)
Circuit

SYMPHONY

PowerMill

HSPICE

PowerMill

SYMPHONY

mux2bl6

0.685

0.682

0.687

-0.44

0.29

clal6

1.611

1.6761

1.619

4.03

0.49

mult8

11.536

12.932

12.154

12.10

5.36

multl6

51.842

57.231

54.068

10.40

4.29

mulpl6

40.275

42.697

42.376

6.01

5.09

Table2-4: Power simulation accuracy comparison: HSPICE, PowerMill, SYMPHONY

Speed-up (over HSPICE)

Runtime (sec)
Circuit
HSPICE

SYMPHONY

PowerMill

(3.60)

PowerMill

SYMPHONY

4.57

1.02

6.87

(11.80)

29.63

1.16

8.97

448.90

(37.70)

102.12

5.59

24.58

42887.88

624.10

(138.20)

599.18

68.72

71.58

mulpl6

37814.03

683.60

(126.70)

602.78

55.31

62.73

Total

83508.79

201620

(318.00)

1338.28

41.42

62.40

31.38

30.80

clal6

265.73

228.80

mult8

2509.73

multl6

mux2bl6

Table2-5 : Power simulation runtime comparison: HSPICE,PowerMill, SYMPHONY
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23.4. Condusioiis

We have presented an t^proach to power estimation using SYMPHONY. The proposed method
exploits the stepwise equivalent conductance {q)proximation to efficiently compute power

dissipation while speeding up the transient simulation process. Ihe results demonstrate that
SYMPHONY can be used as a fast, accurate engine in any power estimation framework.

2A Power Estimation
2.4.1. Introduction

Average power dissipation is a measure of the power a circuit would dissipate when operated for
an arbitrarily long period of time. This measure is also called the power rating of the circuit and is
used in selecting the appropriate packaging and heat sinks when manufacturing a circuit. Thus,

estimating the power rating essentially involves computing the average power dissipation of the
circuit over a sampling time as the sampling time approaches infinity. This is usually approximated
by simulating the circuit for a long enough time and monitoring the average power dissipation.

Then, given a fast and accurate power simulator like SYMPHONY, the main challenge lies in
determining how long is long enough for the resulting power estimate to be reliable.

The p'oposed approach for vector-independent transistor-level power estimation is similar
to the work of [Bur93][Hui90] which addresses the problem of veaor-independent gate-level

power estimation, and combines the accuracy of simulation-based approaches with the weak vector

dependence of probabilistic approaches. The theory of [6ur93] is extended here to handle
transistor-level analog waveforms. Based on this theory, the power estimation problem is reduced
to a mean estimation problem and is solved using a Monte Carlo approach. The resulting approach
is statistical in nature; it consists of applying randomly generated input patterns to the circuit and

monitoring the resulting power dissipation via a simulator. This is continued until a value of power
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is obtained with a desired accuracy, at a specified confidence level.

Additionally, a divide-and-conquer strategy is proposed to reduce the size of the simulation
problem during Monte Carlo. While Monte Carlo methods are in general dimension independent,
i.e. the number of samples required is indq)endent of the problem size, we gain performance
improvements due to two reasons: tho-e is a runtime improvement due to partitioning because the
complexity of transistor-level circuit simulation is siq)er-linear. In addition, partitioning allows us
to exploit the multi-rate behavior and stiffness of a circuit from a power p^spective, thereby

improving the validity of the stopping criteria for the Monte Carlo estimation in cases where a
single power dissipation model does not fit well. In this context, partitioning can be viewed as a
stratified Monte Carlo sampling approach [Ham64].

In the following, details of the reduction of the transistor-level power estimation problem
to a mean estimation problem are presented in Section 2.4.2. The set-up of the resulting Monte
Carlo problem and its stopping criteria is described in Section 2.4.3. A divide-and-conquer
estimation strategy to speed-up the estimation is presented in Section 2.4.4, and a statistical
modeling technique for propagating information between each partitions in the divide-and-conquer

£q)proach proposed in Section 2.4.5. Some experimental results are presented in Section 2.4.6 and
summary of the contributions of this work in Section 2.4.7.

2.4.2. A Measure of Switching Activity for Analog Waveforms
In general, the instantaneous power dissipation p(r)in a MOS device can be represented as a
polynomial function/(r) of the analog voltage waveform at the drain-source nodes.

Pit) =

V^/0)

(EQ2.16)

We denote the total average power dissipated in the circuit during time interval (-772, TH]
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as Pj- =

avCTage power dissipation Pavg is then given by
Tfl

T/2

Pf^yJit) = TUrn
Pj = r li™
i f PiOdt = r lim
i f f{t)dt
-^oo
—»oo' *'
—> oo'^
®

T —V oe

T

oo'

•

7* ^

-r/2

ooi

•

(EQ 2.17)

-T/2

In the following, die power estimation problem is reduced to a mean estimation problem.
For diis, a companion stochastic process to J{t) is constructed and it is proved that this process is
stria-sense stationary (SSS) and mean-ergodic. The transformation to mean estimation will follow
as a result.

The probability of an event A is denoted by Prob{A} and, if ;cis a random variable, its mean
is denoted by £[;c] and its distribution function by

= (P{x< a}. It is assumed that the values

of the analog waveforms are bounded by some arbitrary constant Ky, This is not a restrictive
constraint for any real circuit, and in any case, the power estimation problem is not well-defined in
presence of unbounded node voltages.

A stochastic process/(/) is said to be SSS if its statistical properties are invariantto a shift

of the time origin [Pap91]. This essentially means that the mean E[f(t)] of such a process is a
constant and independent of time (we will denote it by E[f]). By definition, a constant-mean
stochastic process is said to be mean-ergodic [Pap91] if its time average tends to its constant-mean
as

Um i f /(OA =iE[/]

T -> ®o'

*'
-T/2

(EQ2.18)

where =i is used denote convergence everywhere with probability 1.

Let Te (-00, oo) be a random variable with the probability function F^{t) = 1/2 for any
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finite r, F^(-«») = 0, and F^(«») = l. IfF^-j{t) isthe unifonn distribution over [-T/2, T/2], then
lim

= F^. Thus, one might say that Xisuniformly distributed over the whole realline^ We

r —>«»

now usexto build firom/(/), a stochastic iffocess/(0.defined as follows:

Definition 2,2 (companion process): Given a polynomial functiony(r) ofananalog signal, and a

random variable x, uniformly distributed ovct ^ define a stochastic process/(/) called the compan
ion process offif) given by: fit) s fit + x;.

Proposition 2.1: L&tfit) beapolynomial function ofananalog signal. Ufit) isthe companion pro
cess of^O. thenthe following "convergence everywhere" results aretrue:
r/2

T/2

lim 4 Jf fO)dt = T-^ooi
lim i J[ fit)dt

(EQ2.19)

T-^ooI

-T/2

-T/2

Proof:To prove EQ. 2.19, itis necessary toshow that for any give finite Xj e 91, the difference
T/2

T/2

=f J

+

J Mdl

-T/2

(EQ2.20)

-T/2

tends to zero as T —>«». This can be written as:

r/2 + T,

T/2

K=f J
-T/2 + X,

Since fit) < ,then |AJ <

T/2 + x^

-r/2+Xj

=f j mdt-f J rm
-T/2

|xJ

T/2

must go to 0as T

(eq2.21)

-T/2

.Since this is true for any xje 91, then

the convergence is everywhere, in the sense that every value of x willleadto convergence.

Proposition 2.2 : The companion processfit) of a polynomial function/(r) of an analog signal is
SSS and mean-ergodic, with:
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th

£[/] = Um i f /(OA

(EQ2.22)

-r/2

Proof; At / = 0, we have £[/(0)] = £[/(x)].An interesting propertyof t is that if a is a constantthan
a+x has the same distribution as x. Indeed, if

ts the distribution function of a+x, then F^^^t)

= 2»{a + X^ /} = ip{x ^ r - fl} = 1/2= Fx(t). Therefore, since r+x and x are identically distributed,

we have£[/(r+x)] = £[/(x)], which means thsxfit) is a constant-mean process witii £[^0)] = E{f(t)]
= ^/(x)] for any time t.

To prove mean-ergodicity, consider the random variable:

r/2

^T-f j /«'"

(EQ2.23)

-r/2

fromEQ. 2.19:

r/2

lim r\j = lim

r —> oo

r ^

oo/

r/2

f f{t)dt = lim

•

r ^

f f{t)dt

ooi

-T/2

•

(EQ 2.24)

-T/2

where this convergence is everywhere. Therefore:

T/2

lim E[j\j]
= r-kooiJ
lim f f(t)dt
*

T^oo

(EQ2.25)

-r/2

By linearity of the expected value op^ator, this can be rewritten as:

T/2

T/2

Um i f EU<f)]dt = T^ooT
Um i Jf f(t)dt
T

'-^ooT J
T-^ool

-T/2

-T/2
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(EQ 2.26)

But E\f{t)\ is a constant. Therefore, fee left-hand side of EQ. 2.26 is simply E\f\, and meanergodicity follows, with E\f\ given by EQ. 2.22.

Thus, using EQ. 2.17:

^avg = ^t/l
andthe problem of estimating

(EQ2.27)

is reduced to fee task of computing E\f\.

2.4.3. A Monte Carlo Approach to TVansistor Level Power Estimation
The mean estimation problem corresponding to fee power estimation problem can be efficiently

solved by a Monte Carlo based approachinvolving monitoring simulationresults over a length of

time. In order to estimate fee expected value offee mean £[/](= Pavg)» we observe Nsamples offee
power dissipation process and usetheir average

as a point estimate of £(/]:

(EQ2.28)

An interval estimate of

is required in order to guarantee an error bound on this estimate

p^ wife a certain confidence level. Thisrequires determining the distribution p/y. In general, thisis
a difficult problem involvingmultiple convolutions. To simplifyit, it is assumed that p;y is normal.
This is true if/is normal.

Theorem 23 (Central Limit Theorem): Let X;, X2,...,X„ be a random sample of size n from a

population whose distributionhas finite mean and variance p and

respectively, and let X be fee

sample mean. The random variable Z = JN{X - p)/o has as itslimiting distribution as n -» «>, the
standard normal distribution.

Since Pj-is fee sum of power dissipations at the m devices in fee circuit, under the above
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theorem,a sufficientconditionfor normality of Pjis that m be large, and powerdissipation in each
device be indq)endent This is true under fairly general conditions irrespective of the individual

distributions making up Pt [Hal64]. In the context of power dissipation, this assumption is
reasonable as described below:

In CMOS circuits, there are two components that contribute to power dissipation [Cha92a]:
static dissipation (due to leakage current) and dynamic dissipation (due to switching transient

current and charging and discharging of load capacitance). Ideally, CMOS circuits dissipate no
static power since in the steady state there is no direct path from

to ground. In practice, since

die MOS transistor is not a perfect switch, there are always leakage currents and substrate injection
currents, which give rise to a static component of CMOS power dissipation. Since the substrate

current reaches its maximum for gate voltages near 0.4V(id and since the gate voltages only reside
in this range during the switching transients, the actual power contribution of the substrate injection

current is a function of the switching of gate-source voltage Vqs of the MOS device and is quite
small [Gra94]. Another source of static power dissipation is sub-threshold currents of the

transistors. Again, this contribution is dependent on Vqs and is very small for current technologies.
Thus the static power dissipation for each MOS device in a static CMOS circuit is a strong function
of the corresponding Vg5. The dynamic power dissipation of a circuit is proportional to the
switching frequency of its nodes. The power dissipation during one transition from low-high-low

depends on the

and

waveforms during the transition.

Thus, while power dissipation in each device in a circuit is a complex, non-linear function

of many parameters, it is primarily controlled by its terminal node voltage waveforms. Although
node voltages may be locally correlated, in a large circuits under random inputs, there is very little
correlation among arbitrary node voltage pairs. Thus the Central Limit theorem can be ^plied in

the power estimation context. [Bur93] discusses a similar proposition for logic level power
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estimation. Experimental justification for this assumption and the validity ofthestopping criterion
whenthis assumption is violated are presented in Section2.4.6.

Accordingly, suppose P^is normally distributed with amean pand variance o^. Let p/y be
dieobserved mean and sjy bQ theobs^ed standard deviation from Nsimulations ofthecircuit, each
of length T. Theparameters p and a of thedistribution of Pj-areunknown, andareestimated by p^y

and

Since p^ is die mean of N stochastically independent observations from a normally

distributed population with parameters (p, o^), V^(p^ - p)/<J is normally distributed with
parameters (0,1). Since o is unknown, if we use the estimate s^f instead of o, then the variable
has a /-distribution with A^-1 degrees of freedom.

Thus, the hypothesis p = p^ can be tested by the /-test of significance. Hie critical region
at the a level of significance is now given by

^

(EQ2.29)

'a/2

Thus for a specified percentage errore in power estimate, and a given confidence level(1a), we must simulate the circuit until EQ. 2.30 is satisfied.

'n£^<e

(EQ2.30)

The samples in a Monte Carlo method, as a rule, are independent. We set-up the power

estimation problem as a Monte Carloestimation problem by sampling the powerdissipation of a
circuit using a circuit simulator. Random numbers are used at die primary inputs. These can be
biasedto reflea any additional information providedby the user. Independentsamplesare taken by
allowing a settling time between two samples as in [Bui93].
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2.4.4. Partitioning for Estimation
In the context of power estimation via simulation, it is important to note that while we want the
accuracy that can only be provided by circuit simulation, the final aim is to obtain a power estimate,

a scalar quantity, out of the given system. Thus, it is nor necessaiy to preserve the waveform vectors
at each internal node of the circuit as long as it is possible to extract statistically significant

information about the switching behavior. Motivated by this observation, a partitioning for
estimation approach is proposed to speed-up the estimation process. This divide-and-conquer

strategy is used to partition the estimation problem itself and is indepenctent of any circuit
partitioning used to speed-up the simulation.

A big advantage of our divide-and-conquer approach is that we can model power

dissipation in each subcircuit separately. This allows us to exploit the multi-rate behavior and
stiffness of a circuit form the power perspective. Depending upon the node switching activity,
dilf^nt parts of the circuit may need different number of node vectors to yield a statistically

significantpower estimate. In general, a very active node provides more informationin the sample
of a given length than does a quiet node. If we sampled the entire circuit together, we would be
constrained to use the maximum length input veaor set required among all node. By partitioning

the design, we can use vector sets of appropriate length for each partition, thus gaining an over-all
speed-up.

Another benefit of partitioning is the improved accuracy in estimating power dissipation in
circuits where the normal distribution assumption of the previous section is not a good fit. In
[Bui93]. it was observed that many circuits have a double normal distribution (a special case of
bimodal distribution where each of the two distributions is normal). This can be caused by circuits

which have different parts with widely different power dissipation behavior or different functional

modes with different power consumption. Our approach can easily handle cases where different
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parts of the circuit have different behavior, since power dissipation in a normal distribution can be
fitted to each part separately.

We perform static circuit partitioningbased on channel connected componentsto obtain a

fine-grain partitioning of MOScircuits. (In the caseof staticCMOS circuits, this wouldcorrespond
to partitioning the circuit in simple logic gates). Since the granularity of this partitioning is very
fine, we clusto: together many such components to obtain a few partitions covering the entire
circuit. A Monte Carlo based approachis used as before to perform statistical estimation of each
cluster.

In theory, the number of simulations required to guarantee a confidence level is only

weakly dependent on the circuit size [Bur93]. However, in practice, the simulation time will
strongly (tepend on the granularity andquality of partitioning. Sincethe statistical estimatefor each
subcircuit is obtained by multiple runs of simulation, signal correlations and all physical affects
inside the subcircuit are accounted for in the estimate. HowevCT, signal correlations between

partitions are only weakly accounted for (via input biasing).

2.4.5. Information Propagation Between Partitions
The fanouts of a subcircuit can be fanins to other subcircuits in the design. Thus, the inputs to each

subcircuitare not independentrandomvariables. This poses two problems: scheduling of partitions
for Monte Carlo estimation, and information propagation among partitions.

A cycle-flee schedule is generated using a signal flow graph for the circuit with each

partition r^resented by a node in the graph. Selective trace algorithm [New79][Kle82] is used to
schedule the partitions for Monte Carlo estimation.Note that local feedback is not a problem as all
tightly coupled nodes are clustered in the same component. Global feedback can cause the signal
flow graph to be cyclic. We solve this problemby clusteringthe componentsforming a global cycle
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into one big partition. This is not a major constraint since the number ofpartitions does not have to
be very large.

We also need to account for the fact that inputs to a partition may be fanouts of other

partitions in the design. One solution would beto simply propagate the output waveforms of one
partition to aU its fanout partitions. However, this would constraint thatallpartitions usethesame

mimber of vectors, thus prohibiting us from exploiting themulti-rate behavior and stiffness of the
circuit. To solve thisproblem weconstruct a statistical model to each output and usethis model to

generate samples of this signals as required by thepartitions it is fanning outto. We fit a normal
distribution model to the analog signal waveforms at the outputs. The mean is obtained by

computing the area under the waveform and the variance is obtained using this mean and the
average waveform value during each clock cycle of the simulation. This model is consistent with
our initial conjecture that device (and consequently nodal) waveforms are distributed normally.

These parameters of normal distribution are then used to bias the input vector generation of the
fanouts of the subcircuit.

Note that this approach does not account for spatiotemporal correlations between signals

crossing subcircuit boundaries. This creates a trade-off between speed and accuracy. A very fine
granularity partitioning speeds-up thesimulation process butcanbe inaccurate sincetheerrorcause

byneglecting the spatiotemporal correlations candominate overdieaccuracy advantage gained by

partitioning above; while in absence of partitioning, theruntimes canbe very high. Spatiotemporal
correlations canbe £q)proximately accounted by using pairwise correlations between signals to bias
the input patternsgenerations for such signals.

2.4.6. Results

The algorithms outlined above were implemented in a power estimation program called
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Circuit

Descriptioii

#MOS

couDt32

174

32-bit counter

mux2bl6

214

1 bit2-to-l mux

ripple4

442

16 bit comparator

clal6

1200

16 bit carry locdc ahead adder

multS

2691

8 bit Wallace tree multiplier

multl6

9778

16 bit Wallace tree mult^lier

mulq>16
ml6

11314
6323

16 bit pipelined multipli^
processOT block

Table 2-6: Circuits for power estimaticn benchmarking

SYMPHONY-MC. There is no constraint on the choice of the internal circuit simulation engine for

the Monte Carlo samplings. In our implementation the SYMPHONY circuit simulator was used
since it provides good speed-ups at demonstrated high accuracy [Buc96b][Lin93b]. For the purpose
of this benchmarking, we used industrial circuits obtained from LSI Logic Corporation. The netlists

were extracted from the layout of real designs generated in the design synthesis environment ofLSI

Logic using their ASIC cell libraries and deep submicron devices. The results were obtained on a
DEC 5000 platform with a 24 Mbyte main memory.

The circuits used in the experiments are listed in Table 2-6. Colunm 1 contains the circuit
names. Column 2 contains the number of MOS in the design and Colunm 3 contains a brief
description of the circuit functionality.

We compare the power estimation results from SYMPHONY-MC against two metrics:
direct circuit simulation results using very long random input vector sets and vector sets with

maximum switching at the primary inputs. The first comparison is intended to demonstrate die
accuracy of the proposed Monte Carlo approach while the second comparison demonstrates the
inadequacy of direa simulation in the absence of a formal veaor set selection process
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Steady State Power Dissipation
Circuit
#vectors

Monte Carlo Estimation

power

runtime

# vectiH^

(liW)

runtime

power

(sec)

(itW)

% error

count32

10000

19.20 hr

4.25

1857

12461.15

4.14

2.59

mux2bl6

10000

5.86hr

190.11

103

261.22

189.77

0.18

iipple4

10000

33.17 hr

1587.28

468

2783.13

1665.31

4.91

clal6

10000

36.49 hr

795.46

80

1196.10

821.82

3.31

multS

10000

26.06 hr

3951.45

48

1763.77

4118.40

4.22

multl6

2500*

46.46 hr

17888.04

38

6168.53

18404.70

2.81

multpl6

5000*

77.44 hr

13173.72
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8028.01

13805.30

4.79

297

44.84 hr

751.04

ml6

-

-

-

Ikble 2-7 : Power estimation accuracy and runtime comparison

Table 2-7 contains the results of the statistical power estimator on the benchmark circuits.
Colunm 2, Column 3 and Column 4 present the runtime and power dissipation data for direct
simulation of benchmark circuits of Colunm 1 with 10000 vectors. This was used to represent the

real power dissipation of the circuit since it is an average of power dissipation over an extremely
long simulationsample. Column5 reports the numberof vectors neededfor SYMPHONY-MC to
convergeto a powerestimate. Column6 reportstheruntimefor thisestimateandColumn7 contains
the power dissipation estimate. For these results, a 5% error tolerance with a 90% confidence
interval was used to determine the stopping criteria. Column 8 contains the actual error in
SYMPHONY-MC estimate with the above stopping criteria when compared with the 10000 vector

simulation. All errors were found to be within the required bound of 5%. The results clearly indicate

that the stoppingcriteria predicts the error well, and that only a small set of vectors is required to

obtainpowerestimates withgood accuracy. This can resultin largeruntimesavings while meeting
the error specifications of the user, and withoutcompromising the confidence in the estimate.
One of the key assumptions in the derivation of the stopping criteria of the Monte Carlo
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32-bit counter

estimator was that Pj*, the power dissipation in a clock cycle, is normally distributed. In Section
2.4.3 we indicatedthat whilethis cannotbe provedtheoretically, under mostgeneralconditions this

is a good approximation. Fig. 2-5 to Fig. 2-8 examine this assertion in more detail on two cases

among ourtestcircuits which arethebest andthepoorest fit forthe normal distribution assumption
used to derive the stopping criteria.

Fig. 2-5 compares the distribution of powerdissipation data fiom a 10000 vectorrandom
simulation of a 16-bit carry look ahead addercircuit with a normal distribution (with the mean and
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standard distribution derived to fit the data). It can be seen that the normal distribution is indeed a

good approximation to the sampled data. To further test our{s-oposition on this example case, we

£^lied the

Goodness-of-Fit test[Hal64][PeaC)0] to thesimulation data. It was found thatthenull

hypothesis thatPj is normally distributed satisfied the

testwith a type I error a of 0.05. Forthis

circuit thepredicted ^or bound andtheactual errorareplotted in Fig.2-6. Clearly, theerrorbound
is a conservative, tight bound on the actual error.

In Fig. 2-7, we compare the distribution of power dissipation data from a 10000 vector
random simulation of a 32-bit counter with a normal distribution (with the mean and standard

distribution derived to fit the data). This circuit has five distinct modes depending upon which bit

of the counter is high and clearly, the normaldistributionis a very poor approximation to the actual

power dissipation for this circuit. Even in this case, we found (Fig. 2-8) that the predicted error
bound was a conservative bound on the actual error (although not as tight as in the best fit case).

In general, it is possible that Pj is not normally distributed. [Bur93] describes some such

examples encountered in logic level power estimation, and their effect on overall accuracy. We

expect that at the transistor level this effect would be even less pronounced since the number of
variables (nodal power dissipation) is higher than at the logic level, thus causing the total power

dissipation to be better behaved from the perspective of ^plying the Central Limit theorem as
described in Section 2.4.3.

Table 2-8 compares the power estimates from the Monte Carlo approach and the 1(XXX)
vector direct simulation to a direct simulation using a small vector set with the worst case switching

at the primary inputs. Column2 reports the power dissipationresults for circuits in Column 1 when
each primary input is switches at every clock edge. Column 3 and Column 4 reproduce the power

dissipation data from the Column 4 and Colunm 7 respectively of Table 2-7 for comparison. The
results demonstrate that if the inputs are not biased properly and/or the input vector set is not
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power (pW)
Circuit

Maximum switching at PI

Steady State Dissipation

Monte Carlo Estimation

9.89

4.25

4.14

687.25

190.11

189.77

ripple4

2702.15

1587.28

1665.31

clal6

1619.02

795.46

821.82

mult8

12154.30

3951.45

4118.40

mult 16

54067.00

17888.04

18404.70

multpl6

42325.30

13173.72

13805.30

count32
mux2bl6

Table 2-8: Comparison between directsimulation withworstcase fnimaryinputswitching, and the
statistical ajqnoach
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Figure 2-9 : Runtime vs. err or trade-off as a
function of number of partitions: 16-bit2-to-1

Figure 2-10: Runtime vs. err or trade-offas a
function of number of partitions: 8-bit Wallace

multiplexor

multiplier

statistically large enough, a simulation based result can be off the actual power dissipation by as
much as 300%

Fig. 2-9 and Fig. 2-10 show the effect of varying the granularity of the partitioning for
estimationon the accuracy and runtimeof the program, with the runtime on the y-axis and the error
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relativeto the single partitionestimateon the jc-axis. The resultsdemonstrate that partitioning does

speed-up the estimation process. As mentioned in Section 2.4.4, sincethe statistical model usedfor
information propagation between partitions does not account for the spatiotemporal correlations,
accuracy considerationsmay limit the number of partitions employed in this approach.

2.4.7. Condusioiis

We have applied a statistical t^jpioach to power estimation at the transistor level. While transistor
level powCT estimationcan be very accurate, for practical usage, it suffers from two disadvantages:
large runtimes, and pattern dependency. We proposed a two-point approach to overcome these
problems: we use a Monte Carlo based method for estimation without requiring external input
stimuli and a partitioning for estimation approach to speed-up the estimation process.

The main contributions of this work are:

• Extension of the concept of transitional density [Naj94a] (used at the gate level power estima
tion [Bur93]) to analog waveforms. It was shown that a similar approach can be adopted for
power estimation at the transistor level. Specifically, it was proved that for each device voltage
variable, a companion stochastic process can be constructed which converges to the device
power dissipation everywhere and is strict-sense stationary and mean-ergodic.

• A formal stopping criterion to guarantee a desired error bound with a specified confidence
level, under the normal distribution assumption. The validity of this approach was demon

strated with experimental results and the implications of its violation analyzed.

• Partitioning for estimation to speed-up the power estimation problem. It was shown that this

approach can be used to exploit the multi-rate behavior and stiffness of a circuit from a power
perspective to reduce the numb^ of vectors required for the estimation. It was also shown that
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this can also improvethe accuracyof the powerestimatein cases of stiffckcuits (where a single

normal distribution may not be an appropriate model for the powerdissipation of the entire cir
cuit).

• A statistical ^proach for inx)pagating signals and associated switching i^obabilities between
partitions. A statistical model was fitted to the output waveforms of a subcircuit and this model
was used to generate input patterns for all its fanout subcircuits.

2.5. Summary
Power estimation algorithms for average power estimation and instantaneous power computation
were presented for transistor-level circuits. The proposed sq^proach consists of two parts: a fast
circuit simulation engine at the core of the estimation problem, and a statistical technique to obtain
accurate, vector-independent power estimates using the fast simulation engine.

The processof circuit simulationinvolvessolvingnonlinear, time-varyingsystemofcircuit
equations. The stepwise equivalent conductance model £^proximates the conductance of a
nonlinear device by a constant equivalent conductance during each time-step of the transient
simulation to speed-up the simulation of digital circuits. This was combined with a SPICE-like
engine for analog subcircuit simulation in SYMPHONY, a fast mixed signal analog/digital circuit
simulator. A new PWL model for digital bipolar devices and a dynamic partitioning strategy for
BiMOS circuits were presented. Experimental results demonstrate that SYMPHONY can yield 2x250x speed-up over SPICE3e; and is up to two orders of magnitude faster than HSPICE and more
accurate and faster than PowerMill when ap)lied to power simulation.

A stochastic model for power dissipation at the transistor level was used to reduce the

power estimation problem to a mean estimation problem. A Monte Carlo approach was used for
mean estimation to obtain vector-independent power estimates within prescribed error bounds with
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a user-specified confidence level. A divide-and-conquer approach was used to furtho' speed up
estimation. A statistical model was used to propagate signal information between partitions of a
circuit. Experimental results showed that the Monte Carlo power estimator converged to a power
estimate in v&y reasonable runtimes and met the prescribed error bounds in all cases.
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3

Logic Synthesis for Low Power Design

3.1. Introduction

Power dissipation of a system is influencedby decisions made at every stage of the design process
starting from the behavioral, to logic and transistor levels of abstraction. In order to design low
power, high performance integrated circuits, we need to set and meet power budgets at each level
of design. This raises a need for power characterizationand optimization techniques at each stage
of the design flow. The objectivesthat these techniques need to serve, change as we move through

differentlevels. The scope of power savings is maximum at the very highest levels of abstraction.
At this level, decisionson the algorithm and architecture of the design can dramatically influence

the power dissipation of the chip [Keu94]. There have been several publications on algorithms to
automate the high level synthesis process for power optimization [Cha95]. However, it is very
difficult to accurately predict the impact of different design choices using formal methods. Since

the size of the specification and the number of variable parameters is small at this stage, this
problem is typically solved manually, relying primarily on designer experience.

At the logic synthesis level on the other hand, the problem size and the number of variable
parameters (e.g. logic associated with nodes in the circuit, load capacitance on each node etc.) is
too large to lend itself to manualoptimization. Thus, while the optimizationproblem is constrained
by the high level decisions made earlier in the design flow (thus limiting the possible power
savings), there is a great need for CAD algorithms for low power logic synthesis.
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From Section 1.3, power dissipation of a logic gate depends on the load c^acitance
connected to the gate output and the frequency at which the gate output switches. While node
capacitances can be estimated fairly accurately at the logic level, switching activity is a strong
frmction of the input vectors. As a result, a big challenge in designing algorithms for low power
logic synthesis is to model power dissipation accurately enough so that all the power gains achieved
at the logic level do translate to power gains at the silicon level. It is thus very important to ensure
that the complexity of the algorithm is consistent with the accuracy limits of the models employed,
and that the power optimization techniques for logic synthesis do not trade-off traditional
optimization criteria like delay and area (for which more mature logic level models exist, making
the savings at logic level more reliable) for small savings in power. With this in mind, the main

objective of this work is to make significant reductions in power dissipation during logic synthesis
without compromising delay or area.

Logic synthesis is the process of transforming a set of Boolean functions, obtained from the

register transfer level structure, in to a network of gates in a particular technology, while optimizing
the network for delay, power, area etc. In the traditional flow targeted at the static CMOS based
standard cell technology, the implementation is usually in the form of multiple level logic circuit,
represented by a multi-level Boolean network. The traditional logic synthesis process is usually
divided into technology independent and technology dependent phases ([Bar87][Bra87]) as shown

in Fig. 3-1. The objective of the technology independent phase is to simplify the multi-level
Boolean network as much as possible without making any assumptions about the underlying
technology. A network so optimized is then m£^)ped to a gate level circuit implementation using a
specific pre-characterized cell library in the technology dependent phase. In this work, we address
the problem of power optimization at both technology independent and dependent level.

At both technology independent and dq>endent level, logic synthesis uses the fact that
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Logic Description (BLIF, Verilog)

I

Technology Independent Optiniization
visifactorings substitutions eliminations
and don 7 care optimization

Cell Library

\
Technology Dependent Optimization
via mapping

\
Transistor Level Netlist

I
Layout

Figure 3-1: The traditional static CMOS synthesis flow

nodes internal to a network generally do not have a uniquely speciAed function for satisfying

correctness of an implementation. A subsetof the Boolean spaceknownas the Don't Care (DC)set

[Sav90b] can begenerated ateach node which gives the range offunctionality possible atthenode.
These include input combinations for which the designer does not care about the output, which
cannot affect the output, or those that cannot occur. The functionality of nodes can then be
manipulatedwithin the DC set to minimize area, delay or power.

The proposed algorithms exploit some of the statistical propertiesof minterm probability
distribution in the Boolean space. The algorithm at the technology independent phase employs

guided node simplification, while optimization at the technology dependent phase uses rewiring.
This takes advantage of the fact that more optimization flexibility is available at the technology

independentphase to searchthe solutionspace, while at the technologydependentphase, the design
is more stable and can be characterized more accurately, thus making smaller, local changes more
appropriate.

In the following, an efficient technique is presented for exploring the Boolean space to
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identify minterms most suitable for influencing switching activity. Hie notion of power sensitive
minterms is introduced to capture thevariance in mintom probability distribution. The overly of

power sensitive minterms, which cover a large fraction of the probability space but a very small
fraction of the Boolean space, withthe DC set is usedto biastechnology independent area/delay

optimization towards reducing switching activity. Experimental results indicate thatpower canbe
reducedby as muchas 46%, with an avo^ge reduction of 16%, without any area penalty.

At the technology dependent level, a power optimization algorithm is proposed which

formulates theproblem of hot spotreduction as a variant of theengineering change (EC) problem.
A technique is presented for determining the sensitivity of circuit power dissipation to functional

changes considering both local and global effects. This sensitivity is combined with a measure of
synthesis flexibility to identify hot regions in the circuit which have a lot of flexibility in making
functional changes and for whom a small functional change can greatly affect the overall power
dissipation. Anincompletely specified targetfunction is constructed for thehot regionsuchthat any

implementation satisfying it isexpected toreduce power. Arewiring algorithm isused tosolve the
resulting EC problem without affecting circuit area, gatecapacitance or delay under the unitdelay

model. Experimental results ona setofMCNC benchmark circuits show thattheproposed approach
can giveup to 13% reduction in power dissipation with an average reduction of 4%.
Therestof thechs^teris organized as follows: Afterintroducing thenecessary terminology

in Section 3.2, algorithms for the problem of technology independent and technology dependent

logic synthesis for low power are described inSection 3.3and Section 3.4respectively. Section 3.5
concludes with a sununary of the workpresented in this chapter on power optimization techniques
within the framework of traditional logic synthesis.
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3.2. Preliminaries

In the following we introduce some basic definitions and concepts essential for describing the work

in this chapter. For a more detailed aixl rigorous definition of the terminology, the interested reader
is referred to [Bra84].

Definition 3.1 (Boolean ftinctions): A completely specified Boolean function/with n inputs and

/ outputsis a m^ing^:

whereB = {0,1). In particular, if /= 1,the onset andoffsetof/

are given by: onset = {m € B^\f{m) =1} and offset = {m e B^\f{m) =0}
An incompletely specified Boolean function y with n inputs and / outputs is a mapping

7 : b"-¥Y^ , where K= {0, 1, X}. The symbol Ximplies that the function can be either 0or 1. In
particular, if / = 1, the onset, offset and the don't care (DC) set of y are given by:

onset ={me B"\!F(m) =1}, offset - {me b"] y(m) =0}, and DCset ={me B"| y(/n) =X}.
Anincompletely specified function yis usually described as(/ d, r), where/, rf, andr aretheonset,
DC setand theoffset of yrespectively. A completely specified function/can besimilarly described

by(f, 0, /). Infuture, when there is no ambiguity, we will denote a completely specified function
by its onset.

A vertex or a minterm is an n-tuple in B". A cover of a function (/", d, r), is any completely

specified function/such that / c / and /' c r (e.g.

is a cover of (j:,^2, x^X2 + x^X2, x^X2) )•

A literal is a variable in its true or complemented form (e.g. JCi or JCj). A cube is a conjuction of
some set of literals (e.g. x^X2)-

Definition 3.2 (BooleanNetwork): A Boolean network ^ is a directed acyclic graphsuchthat for
each node i in N there in associated Boolean function/, and a Boolean variable y,-, where y,- =/.

there is adirected edge (i, j) from y,- to yj iffjdepends explicitly on y,- or y.. Anode y,- is afanin of
node yj ifthere is adirected edge (i, j) and a fanout ifthere is adirected edge (/, i). Anode y,- is in
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the transitive fanin (TIT) ofa node yj ifthere is a directed path from to yp and in the transitive
fanout (TFO) is there is a directed path from yj to y,-. Primary inputs x= {*1,..., x„} are inputs of
Boolean network and primary outputs z=

Zml ^

outputs. Intermediate nodes oftheBoolp

ean network have at least one fanin and one fanout The global function

^

at y,- is the function at

the node i expressed in terms of primary inputs.

The don*t cares at node

are the don*tcares in the function specification of)/. Since the

actual circuit implementation cannot be incompletely specified, the task of multi-level logic
optimization is to select an optimal coverfor each nodein die network. The DC offj provide the
flexibility in this selection process called node simplification. In practice, node simplification is

performed by usinga two-level minimizer (suchas ESPRESSO [Bra84][Rud87]) to optimize each
node in the network with the DC derived from the environment of the node. These DC arise from

various sources: external don't cares (XDC - input combination for which the designer does not care

about the circuit output), satisfiability don't cares (SDC - input combinations at the node inputs
which can never occur) and observability don't cares (GDC - input combinations for which the node

output does not affect the primary outputs). Using the maximum possible DC (MSPF - maximum

set of permissible functions [Mur89]) to simplify a node is not computationally viable because
MSPF are very expensive to compute and the choice of cover at a node using its MSPF will affect
the GDC of other nodes in the network, which means that the DC for all nodes have to be

recomputed after simplifying any node [Sat90]. In practice, a subset of DC called compatible DC
(CDC) is used for node simplification which allows all nodes to be optimized simultaneously
without GDC having to be recomputed. This is based on the notion ofcompatible set of permissible
functions (CSPF) introduced by [Mur89] for a network of NGR gates and generalized for arbitrary
networks by [Sav90b]. Multi-level logic synthesis then consists of using this DC flexibility to
optimize the circuit for delay, power, area etc.
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In this work,the well accq)ted switching-activity dominated model of [Cha92a] is used to

model power dissipation andguidelogic synthesis for power. Namely

P(Xi) =lCi-^E(Xi)

(EQ3.1)

where P(jc,) denotes the average powerdissipated by node jc,-, C,- is the load capacitance connected
to the node Xi,

is the supply voltage, T is the clock period, and E(Xi) is the average number of

transitions per clock cycle for node Xj. In the following we introduce some basic terminology and
definitions needed to relate the average number of gate transitions per clock cycle to the probability

of the gate output being high. This is used to transform the problem of changing the gate power
dissipation to changing the function implemented at the gate.

Definition 33 (signal probability [Par75]): The signal probabilityp{x)at node x is defined as the
average fraction of clock cycles in which the steady state value of x is a logic high.

Let

be the Boolean space described by the Boolean variable set x = {j:i,...,

where

x.e B^\/i = 0,1, ...,n.
n

1

For any minterm me B , let phase: B xB

phase(Xn m) = 1
=: 0

n

1

B be defined as

if x. • m = m

'

(EQ3.2)

Otherwise

that is, phase(Xiy m) returns the phase of variable x,- in the minterm m. Then the minterm signal
probability (or mintermprobability) is defined as:

pirn) = n (p(Jf,) •phaseix^, m) +(1 - p(x,.)) •(1 -phase(x^y m)))
1= 0
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(EQ 3.3)

whCTC p{Xf) e [0,1] is the signal probability at input nodexj. TheJunction signalprobability (or
Junction probability) p(J) for acompletely specified function/. B

with onset/o„, fo„QB ,

is defined as:

Pif) = X
me

Definition 3.4 (tran^tion probability [NaJ94b]): The transition probabilityp^x) at node x is
defined as the average firaction of clock cycles in which the steady state value of x is different from
its initial value.

Note that the transition probability is independent of the internal delays in the circuit and
hence does not account for glitching power (power dissipation due to spurious transitions which do
not effect the steady state output). This is the same as assuming a zero-delay model for the circuit.

Then, under the assumption of a zero-delay model, the power dissipation formula of (EQ 3.1)
reduces, to

P{X,) =

1

^dd

(EQ3.5)

This is a valid assumption in estimating powerdissipation if the functional switching power
is the predominant effect in determining the power consumption. In this work power estimates
obtained under this assumption are used to guide the power optimization. This is reasonable since

the focus of this work is on functional power dissipationand the changes in the circuit made during
the optimization are uncorrelated to glitching power, i.e. any change to reduce the functional
switching power has random effect on the glitching power.

Computing the transition probability for nodes in a circuit is itself not a trivial task since
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p(x)<0.5

0.5

signal probability: p(x)

Figure 3-2: Power dissipation at node vs. node signal probability

signals in a circuit may be correlated. These correlations can be due to dependencies between

different signal lines due to reconvergent fanouts (spatial correlations), as well as correlations

induced by the sequence of inputs applied to the circuit (temporal correlations). It is

computationally very expensive to account for these correlations, and hence the circuit inputs and
internal nodes are usually assumed to be (spatiotemporally) independent Under this assumption,
thetransition probability canbe easily obtained from the signal probability by

p^(x) = 2 p(x) •i\ -pix))

(EQ 3.6)

P(jc,.) = C,. • —dd •p(Xi) •(1 - p(Xf))

(EQ 3.7)

and (EQ 3.6) reduces to

Fig. 3-2plots thepower dissipation ata node x as a function thesignal probability ofx when
the load capacitance at jc is constant. In this case, functional power minimization is equivalent to
optimizing signal probability p(jc) to be closeto zero or one. The following addresses the problem
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ofmaking functional changes inacircuit using the DC to change the signal probability at anode in
thedesired direction at thetechnology independent and dependent stage of logic synthesis.

33. Technology Independent Logic Synthesis for Low Power
33.1. Introductioii

Manipulating theDC flexibility isatthe core oftechnology independent logic optimization. Section
3.2 describes the different classes of DC that can be generated at each node to construct the

incompletely specified function providing the range of functionality possible during a valid
optimization step. In practice CDC are used for node simplification allowing the DC sets to be
constructed a single time for the entire network in the beginning of the optimization phase. This
construction is ord^Kiependent and traditional technology independent multi-level logic
optimization consists of traversing the multi-level logic network from primary outputs to primary
inputs and applying two-level logic minimization to simplify each complex node in the network. In
this work, we do not concern ourselves with the DC generation or the core two-level logic

minimization algorithm (e.g. ESPRESSO [Rud87]). Instead, we perform power optimization by
controlling the DC flexibility provided to the two-level minimizer to guide the minimization in the

desired direction. Controlling the DC flexibility involves identifying the parts of the DC set
beneficial to power optinuzation.

In the following. Section 3.3.2 summarizes the previous work in this area. The concept of the
p-obability distribution within the Boolean space is described in Section 3.3.3 and based on this, the

notion of Power Sensitive Minterms is defined in Section 3.3.4 to identify the parts ofDC beneficial
to power optimization. Section 3.3.5 an outlines an algorithm for the use of these minterms in power
optimization. Section 3.3.6 is a presentation of the results of applying this theory to standard
benchmarks, and Section 3.3.7 concludes with a summary of the contributions of this work.
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3.3.2. Previous Work

Low-power synthesis algorithms which address the issue of distributed input switching

[H-obabilities already exist [lma94][Ima9S]. These approaches either try to reduce the functional

support from high-activity inputs or guide sub-expression extraction through simple high-level

power approximations. However, a formalization of minterm probability distributions within the
Boolean space is not described in any of these works.

3.33. Partitiomng the Boolean Space

To defrne the concept of a [X'obability distribution throughout the Boolean space, consider first a

simple example. Take theBoolean space described bytwo variables {x, y} where p{x) = 0.20 and
piy) = 0.45. There are four minterms which describe this space: {xy,xy,xy,xy}, which have

respective probabilities: {0.44,0.36,0.11,0.09). For this example there are no two minterms with
the same probability of occurrence, and 80% of the total probability is contained by the two
minterms within the space described byy(x,y)=x. Note also that ifthe space ispartitioned according

to:y(x,y) =Xand^x,y) = x, the minterm probabilities in each partition only differ by at most 0.08,
allowing them to be well £^proximated by theirrespective averages.

This approximate equality inminterm probability within apartition implies that functional

probability is well aR)roximated by a simple proportionality relationship to the number ofonset
minterms contained ineach partition. Furthermore, these partitions can beranked interms ofthenlikelihood to influence switching activity ofa function if used during synthesis. It is thus desirable

to partition the space into sets ofminterms ofsimilar probability. These partitions will be referred
to as classes.

The definition of suitable classes follows from an analysis of the relationship between

functionality and probability. Consider a circuit with a set of inputs 7^, where all inputs are
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independent and have an onset probability p. Clearly, tfiere are
pJ {X

mintoms of probability

in the Boolean space defined by the input variables. The distinct minterm

IM*obabilities correspond tothe numbo* ofdifferent ways ofchoosing^ inputs tobeon, and (1/^1 -J)

inputs offfor each {/: 0^y<|/J )J^or example, in acircuit with four inputs Ip ={w, x, y, z), each
with probability p of being high, there are ^€2 =6minterms with probability p^(l-p)^* namely:
{wxyz, wxyz, wxyz, wxyz, wxyz, wxyz}.

These sets of mintenns form a set of classes (p^^, the zero sup^script indicating that
approximating the minterm probability in each class with the class average is exact By

construction, this isa set of(1/^1 +1) distinct classes. Now consider a circuit with a set ofinputs I
with onset probabilities IP where |!P| < |/|, and all inputs are indq)endent A set of exact-average
classes which partition the 171 variable Boolean space is then given by the product of the exact-

average classes for each Ip, pe T. i.e.

V°, =^peP<f%

(EQ3.8)

(py I from EQ. 3.8 is the minimum cardinality set of exact average classes under the
assumption of input independence made in this analysis. The number of exact average classes is

thus 0(11^ g

^' which is generally impractically large even if121«171. (For example,

even if 121 =5and 171 =30, ItpJ Icould be as large as: (30/5 +1)^ ~17 thousand!). Furthermore, as
the classes are formed from the choose operation, they bear similarities to XOR functions and are
in some sense very disjoint in the Boolean space. In general, smooth functions which are subsets of

die DC set are more suited for synthesis optimization. Consequently, if the intention is to use the

classes to modify use of the DC set, it is necessary to deal with smoother functions. Aclass in <p^

function can be smoothed by collapsing classes within a(p^^. As was shown in the first example,
this collapse can be made without significantly affecting error of approximation by the average
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class minterm probability. A set of Boolean classes for the entire space with minimal minterm-

P'obability variance canbe built from considering error/class count trade-off curves foreach Ip.
Defiiiitioii 3.5 (class approximation error): Let

ean variable set = {xi,...,

be the Boolean space described by the Bool

Jc,- € BVi = 0,1,...»n, and class Caset of minterms of B",

CqB" . The class ^yproximation eiror £(C) isdefined as the maximum error int^proximating the
mint^m probabilities p(m), me C by the average minterm probability p(C)/|C| and isgiven by:

e(C)= X
m€ C

For a specific p e !P, let <p/p = {C], 02,. .} be a set ofclasses chosen from the union of

classes in

={Cj, C®where the elements of

are arranged in the increasing order of

their average minterm probability, i.e. p(C^)/|c^ <p(C2)/|c2| <—The class approximation
error will be minimized if the subset of (pj^ corresponding to any C,- e (p^^ is contiguous with

respect to indices of (pj^. e.g. C] =cjuC^, C2 =C3 ucj will have smaller error than Cj =
C® u C3, C2 =C2 u cj. Generation of (p/p for minimal error then becomes equivalent to the

optimal selection of aset of contiguous, mutually exclusive subsets of (p^^. Aheuristic technique
to do this is the selection of the subsets of 9®^ in order to maximize the uniformity of the total
p'obability contained in each of the fmal classes.

A plot of thetotal error (which is the sum of theclass appH-oximation error for each class,

X e(C,.)) in (p/p against the total number ofclasses for this grouping strategy is shown in Fig.

C..6CP;^

3-3. For each curve, \Ip\ = 10 and p e {0.1,0.2,0.3,0.4}. Note that in each case, the number of
classes can be significantly reduced with minimal impact on error. For small allowable error
(<10%), this effect increases with decrease in p.

Now consider the setof classesdescribedby the Booleanproductof classeschosen for each
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Figure 3-3 : Error vs. Number of Classes: I/-I = 10

input subset Ip. As each setofclasses (p/p covers the entire space with mutually exclusive sets, the

overall set ofclasses formed from the product maintains this necessary property. Let £p bethe total
error for the set ofclasses (p/p. An upper bound on the error for the set ofclasses onI defined by the
product is given by:

e= 1- f](i-ep)

(EQ3.10)

per

The tightness of this bound is illustrated in Hg. 3-4. The data on this graph is generated

from a series of statistical tests for iiq^ut probabilities pe {0.1,0.2,0.3,0.4} with l/pl chosen
randomly from [2, 10] and l(p/pl from [0, l/pl]. It is clear that the error/class count trade-off curves

generated for each Ip can be used to define an error/class count sensitivity for the entire class
p'oduct (p/.
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Figure 3-4: Actual Global Errorvs. Product of Errors Estimate from (EQ3.10)

The practical implementation of this work first approximates the entire set of input

probabilities (every input has an onset oroffset probability inthe range of0 to0.5) with a set IP, IIP
= 5, chosen for minimum RMS error. The error curves are then generated for each p e IP. The
reduction in the number of classes achieved this way with less than a 10% error tolerance can be
several orders of magnitude for large circuits.

In general, the number of classes remaining after this operation is still too many for

practical use in synthesis. For technology independent synthesis, these classes are collapsed into
two minterm classes to construct the set of power-sensitive minterms as defined in Section 3.3.4

Fortechnology dependent synthesis, five minterm classes areused to guide therewiring algorithm
(Section 3.4.4). In this case, the grouping into the final five classes is based upon the similarity of

average minterm probabilities in the original classes, and an attempt to equally partition the total
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probability.

3.3.4. Power Sensitive Minterms

The flexibility provided by a don't care set inpower optimization isproportional tothe functional
probability ofthe don't care set function. This isdifferent from area and delay optimization, where
theflexibility isp'oportional tothesize orcardinality ofthedon'tcare setfunction. From thepower

optimization point of view, depending upon themint^m probability distribution, only a part of the
don't careset may be very useful. Theconcept of power sensitive minterms identifies the part of
the Boolean space which contains most of the minterm probability and is thus useful for power

optimization. It turns out that power sensitive minterms constitute a very small fraction of the
Boolean spacefor most of the real life minterm probability distributions, and is thus a very useful
tool in separating the minterms important for power optimization from the don't care set without
significantly effecting the size of the remainingdon't care set (and thus the flexibility for area and
delay optimization).

An example of the probability distribution of minterms within the Boolean space is shown

in Fig. 3-5 for an ISCAS benchmark circuit with 41 input variables. The curves show the
cumulative coverage of the Boolean space (y-axis) against the cumulative consumption of total
probability (x-axis) in accumulating fiom the minterms with the largest probability to the minterms

with the smallest. These curves are generated for three different input probability distributions - all
inputs set to a unique onset probability 0.5, a gaussian distribution centered at 0.5 with a = 0.1, and
a uniform distribution between [0, 1]. Clearly, probability in Boolean space localizes as input

[x-obabilities become more evenly distributed on [0,1]. This localization captures the fact that most
of the minterm probability is concentrated in a small fraction of the Boolean space, and motivates
the following definition ofpower sensitive minterm class.
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Definitioii 3.6 (PowerSensitive Minterms): Let

be theBoolean space described bythebool

ean variable set x={jci,..., x„]^ x^ €fi'Vi = 0,1,with associated probability set T. The
1.

power sensitive minterm class Cp^ is the set defined by the relation Cps- (51 x B

Cp5 =|m|p(m)>^,meb"|

B,

(EQ3.11)

The notion ofpower sensitive minterms attempts to capture the variance in the minterm

[ffobability distribution in the Boolean space and as such can be treated as a set ofminterms with
probability greater than some arbitrary threshold. This definition is motivated by the fact that for
the particular case of all inputs to a network having a unique probability p, some interesting
properties can be demonstratedfor Cps-
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Proposition 3.1:Let 5*^ be the Boolean space described by the set ofinputs /,each with the same

input onset jn'obability p^0.5. Then Cp^ ^|b''^1/2 .
Proof; Without loss ofgenerality, assumep>0.5. For j e [0, |/1],there are ^Cj minterms ofprob

ability: pj -{l-p)'''. Let Sj be the set of minterms with probability p-' •(1 -p)''' ^and
S{Q ^j

k

5y. Itfollows from the symmetry ofthe function ^Cj asj moves from 0to 1/1 that

j BQ

|5^0

[•^{O

LI/|/2J}I

complete the proof, we need only show that

'^{0,...,LI/|/2J}' /'(('")<

'I)-

Clearly, p/~ ^*(1 - p)''' ~ ^<p-' •(1 - p)"' ~, so it is suffrcient to show that
p/ (i-p)'"--'<i/|b'"| fory = LI/1/2J.
We may replace every instance of p with p = 0.5 + e, e > 0. If I/I is even, this case is

p|/|/2.(i_p)l'l/2 ^ ((0.5 +e)(0.5-e))l1/2 =(0.25-eV^^< 1/|b'^'1. If I/I is odd, this
case is

•(1 - p)''''^^ •(1 - p) <I/|b'^'| .I
We conjecture that for any Booleanspace B" and associated input probability set (Pit can

be shown that greater than 50% of theprobability is contained in Cpsand Cp^< Ib"I . In practice,
the Boolean space is first split into a set of similar probability minterm classes using the techniques

outlined in Section 3.3.3, and then Cps is approximated as the union of all classes with average

mintomprobability >|-^.Thepointatwhichtheclassesarecoll^sedto form Cpsisequivalent
to the point on the curve ofFig. 3-5 where ^ = 1.
ax

3.3.5. Guided Logic Synthesis for Low Power
Two-level logic minimization is the core workhorse step in multi-level logic minimization. This
step is q)plied to each complex node in die network (travelling from primary outputs to primary
inputs) to optimize each node using the DC flexibility at each node. Section 3.2 described how the
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switching activity at a node can be changed by making iiincticnal changes to the cover of the

function implemented at the node. Now consider an incompletely specifiedfunction (f„, DC„) at a
node R in a multi-level logic network, where

set, and

is the onset of the function, DC„ is the don't care

u DC^ is the offset From EQ.3.4, function probability is a monotonically increasing

function of the function onset i.e. /i £ /2 => P(J\) ^ Pifi^ • Accordingly, since ail possible

covers/of/„ satisfy /„-DC„c/c/„ + Z)C„, we have pif^-DC„)<pif)^p(J„ + DC„).
Thus, {p(fn - DC„), pifn +

give the bounds on the possible probabilities that can be

synthesized at node n. From Fig. 3-2, the lowest power implementation of the function at node n

can be contained by implementing /„ - DC„ or f„ + DC„ depending upon which of

p(/„-DC„) (l-p(/„-DC„)) or p(J„ + DC„) {l-p(J„ + DC„)) is lower. The main
drawback of thisstrategy is thatwhile it yields thelowest power implementation at the node, all DC

flexibility is used up andthere is noscope of using itfor areaor delay optimization. Inthefollowing

we describe an algorithm to which uses only a partof the DC flexibility for power optimization.

The proposed algorithm used thenotion ofpower sensitive minterms to identify a small part of the
DC which can give most of the power savings possible fi'om the strategy above, without

significantly affecting the flexibility available for area or delay optimization. The two-level
minimization isthen performed bya two phase process which first addresses reduction inswitching
activity using this subsetof the DC set, and the reduction in area.

The concept of separating the optimization phase for reduction in activity and area
(therefore, capacitance) is illustrated in Fig. 3-6. Hg. 3-6(a) indicates two classes which partition

the Boolean space, with Cps representing the power sensitive minterms which cover most of the

[H-obability space and a small fraction oftheBoolean space with a few high probability minterms,

and Cp^, encompassing most ofthe Boolean space and a small firaction ofthe probability space
with many small probability minterms. Fig. 3-6(b) shows an incompletely specified node function
with onset

and a don't care set denoted by D„. Without loss of generality, assume that the
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Figure 3-6 : Power/ Area Optimization Phases, p{f^ > 0.5

function probabilityp{f) of the current cover/of/„ is greater then 0.5. To reduce switching activity,
we want to increase the onset probability to push it towards 1. Thus from Fig. 3-2, it is desirable

during the optimization of /„ to absorb elements of Cps with a functional expansion into the set

described by: DC^ •7'

This region is represented by the black shaded area ofFig. 3-6(c).

Although an expansion will benefit switching activity, this is usually a very small subset of the DC

set and unlikely to provide sufficient area optimality. Optimization for area requires the flexibility
of a large subset of the DC set. However, it is important to avoid functional contraction within the

set Cp5 as even a small excursion in that direction could sharply increase switching activity, (i.e.
Pifn) would move closer to 0.5.) The set providing maximum flexibility without allowing small

for i = \ to N
/♦

Low Area Hexibility, HighExpected Activity Change */
if p(J„) >0.5
'*1

fn,' ^n,'OC„^Tn-Cps)
else

mp(f„}<pu„))
frti ~ frii
/♦

High Area Flexibility, Low Expected Activity Change */

if F(/„) >0.5

else

if (Area(/'„ ) < Area(/„ ))
/

«/

= /

n,

Figure 3-7 ; Pseudo-codefor Favoring Power Reductionduring Area Optimization

functional changes to have a strongly detrimental influence upon switching activity is:

DC^ ' if + Cpg). This region is represented by the black shaded area of Fig. 3-6(d). A similar
strategy can be applied in the case whenp(J) < 0.5, to guide the optimization in to contracting to
further reduce p(f) and push it towards 0.

A pseudo-code form of the ideas presented above is provided in Fig. 3-7. In that
presentation, N is the number of nodes in the network, and {«,•: 1 < i < ^} are the set of nodes
indexed in reverse topological order firom the primary ou^uts to the primary inputs. Assume that

the class ^PS and the DC for the network have already been produced. For node /i,- with function

and local DC set DC^ , let

functional manipulation performed on
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during area optimization within the DC set Area() is the area estimate (usually based on the literal
count ofthefactored form representation ofthe argument function) used inthetraditional two-level
minimizer, andP{f) is the function power dissipation of a function /as defined in Section 3.2.
Note that the final area optimization stq) deals with the function

c^er any activity

optimization. Therestriction oftheDCsetinthatstepth^efore prevents theareaoptimization from
undoing any critical expansion/contractionalready achieved within the set

3.3.6. Results

The algorithm outlined in the previous section was implemented inside the SIS logic synthesis
package to guide the node minimization phase during multi-level logic optimization. The resulting
programs for power-sensitive node minimization - power_simpliJyO and powerJull_simplify() are
counterparts of the area optimization routines simplify() and full_simplify() of SIS. For

benchmarking purposes, we replaced the occurrences of simplifyO and full_simplify() in
scriptrugged with our power_simplify() and powerJull_simplify() command to obtain
scripipower. A subset of circuits from the MCNC benchmark set was used to obtain the

experimental results. All circuits were mapped using msu.genlib. Power estimation and switching

activity computation was performed using the symbolic simulation method of [Gho92] using a

zero-delay model. All input probabilities w^e chosenfix)m a uniform distribution in the range [0,
1].All experiments were run on a DEC-station ALPHA with a 160Mb memory.
The results comparing the area and power reduction obtained by optimization via
scriptrugged and script.power are presented in Table 3-1. The names of the benchmark circuits
tested is given in Column 1, column 2 contains the number of literals in the factored form. In

Column 3 and4 r^pectively we present thepercentage of total probability contained in the set Cps
and the proportion of the Boolean space it encompasses. Column 5 shows the area of the circuit
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-33.7

-31.2
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94%
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901.2
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7%

60960

31528

27600
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4538.4

3813.8

-12.5

-16.0

Total

Table 3-1: Comparison between script.nigged andscript.power

prior to optimization. Columns 6 and 7 present the results after network optimization using
script.rugged and script.power respectively. Similarly, Column 8shows the power dissipation of
the unoptimized circuit and Columns 9 and 10 present the power dissipation results after

optimization using script.rugged and script.power respectively. Columns 11 and 12 show the
percentage change in area and power results by using script.power instead of script.rugged.
1

The results demonstrate that in mostcases scriptpower yields a circuit withlower powerbo

dissipation than script.rugged. There is no significant trade-off in terms of circuit area. In fact, on
the whole, scriplpower performs better in area optimization as well. Note that scriplpower does
not always give abetter result than scriptrugged. This is to be expected since our approach attempts
to favorably bias (from the power perspective) the network optimization process at the node
minimization level, but cannot guarantee that this will always translate ina lower power network.
At the same time, since the area optimization flexibility is not strongly affected by our algorithm.
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we do expect that in most cases our algorithm will yield alower power network without any area

penalty. This assertion is validated by the experimental results (a total of16% reduction in power
and a 12.5% reduction in area over the set of benchmark circuits, averaging 8.0% reduction in

power and 7.5% reduction in area for each individual case).

The positive and negative aspects of this approach both arise from a the same overall
p-operty ofthe results - this algorithm reduces both area and powa*. Hie computational cost ofthis
gain is a doubling of the runtime of sinyflifyO and full_simplijy()y two key steps in area
optimization.

Although this trade-off may be regarded as acceptable, it is clear that the use of powersensitive DC sets does not achieve a controllable de-correlation of reduction in activity and

reduction in area. This foUows from the attempt to reduce switching activity at the output of a

complex node through high-level area optimization. In general, theoutput activity of complex node
does not dominate the power consumption of its internal structure.It would therefore be necessary
to bias the extraction of internal structure (e.g. [Ima95]) to reduce the area-dominant effect of power
reduction.

Ongoing work in this area is examining the application of activity-sensitive classes to
extraction of internal node structure as well as guided functional alteration through engineering

change. In the latter case, power reduction should be achieved with zero change in area as only
existing gates are used in the optimization.

3.3.7. Condusions

This work addresses the problem of technology independent power optimization. The Boolean

space spaimed by the primary iiq}ut vectors of a combinational function may contain a large
variance in minterm probabilities. By partitioning the DC set into regions strongly and weakly
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influential upon switching activity we exploited this variance to bias area/delay optimization
towards reduced power dissipation.

The main contributions of this work are:

• The notion of power sensitive mintenns to capture the large variance in minterm probabilities.
Power sensitive minterms w^e defined such that it can be proved under some restrictions that

they cover more than half of the probability space while containingless than half of the min

termsin Boolean space. In practice, the variance is much moremarked andover a set of MCNC
benchmark it was found that the power sensitive minterms covered 91% of the fffobability
space while containing just 7% of the minterm space.

• Anefficient technique to identify the power sensitive minterms andconstruct the power sensi
tiveminterm classgiven the probability distribution of the primary inputs spanning the Boolean

space. Theexact construction is exponential in nature. An approximate techmque was outlined
and error bounds derived to control the approximation error.

• An algorithm to apply the concept of power sensitive minterms to technology independent
logic synthesis for low power. The proposed approach uses theintersection of power sensitive
minterms and the DC set to control the node simplification process during the optimization of

multi-level logic networks in the desired direction. The algorithm is aimed at reducing power
without any significant trade-off in other optimization criteria like area or delay. Experimental
results show thatthis^proach can yield a lower power implementation of thecircuit compared
to the standardSIS area optimizerwithoutpayingany area penalty.
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Figure 3-8: Reducing switching activity via rewiring; an example. F=ac+5?fc*i DC =c3, p(ja) =
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3.4. Technology Dependent Logic Synthesis for Low Power
3.4.1. Introduction

Technology dependent logic synthesis optimizes a circuit with a given target technology in mind.

Optimizations at this stage consist of algorithms for technology mapping, in which a technology
independent Boolean network with arbitrary complex logic nodes is mapped to a network whose

nodes are synthesizable gates, as well as algorithms for refining a technology mapped circuit.
Power savings are possible at both these stages. In this work, we address the problem of reducing
power dissipation of a technology mapped circuit Since a elements of a mapped circuit have a

direct correspondence to the underlying transistor level implementation, power savings obtained by
the techniques presented here are very reliable.

We formulate the problem of power optimization of a technology mapped circuit as a
variant of the engineering change (EC) problem. EC is a class of synthesis algorithms which aim at
implementing a new function in a circuit by making minimal changes to the existing circuit.
Rewiring is a subset of this set of algorithms which preserves the original gates of the network. Fig.
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3-8 shows an example where rewiring a region inside the circuit reduces the switching activity.
Note that rewiring an internal region affects the switching activity of the transitive fanout (TFO) of

the region as well. In this example, rewiringtakes advantageof the external DC to yield a function
with lower switching activity.

We will show that rewiring can be used to reduce powa* of hot regions by providing it an

incompletely specified target function for the region such that any rewiring compatible with the
target function is expected todissipate less power. This rewiring does notchange thecircuit areaor

gate capacitance and does not increase the circuit delay under the unit delay model. The selection
of hot regions, EC formulation and theconstruction of this incompletely specified function for EC
are the major contributions of this work.

A very useful by-product of the EC formulation of the problem isthat this work can also

be £^plied tothe problem ofhot spot reduction inintegrated circuits. Hot-spots are regions ofcircuit
which have particularly high power reduction. Apart from contributing to reliability problems due

to high power dissipation, hot-spots create performance and/or functionality hazards as well. This
is because the high power dissipation in hot-spots causes a significant amount of heat to be

generated locally. This changes the operating temperature ofthe circuit elements in the hot spot

region with respect to the rest of the circuit. The change in operating temperature changes the

performance characteristics ofthis region, causing signal delays to change on some paths, slowing
down thecircuit or even causing a failure. There isnoeasy engineering solution to this problem as
thecircuit cannot necessarily be made to compute correctly byjust runmng it slowly, and it is not

feasible to put heat sinks in the middle of the circuit specially for the hot-spots. Since such a

problem isdetected only after running detailed simulations at the end ofthe design process, it is
very expensive to make major modifications inthe design to fix it. In this context, an EC solution
which takes as an input a technology mapped circuit, identifies hot regions and rewires them to
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reduce their power dissipation is perfectly suited to this problem. In fact, the proposed solution to
the technology dependent power optimization can be viewed as successively applying hot spot
reduction to a circuit until no further improvements are possible.

An overview of the proposed algorithm is presented in Section 3.4.2, after a quick
definition of CMOS power consumption in. The notion of sensitivity and flexibility inthecontext

of logic level power optimization is described in Section 3.4.4. Section 3.4.5 outlines the
engineering change solution based onfiiese notions. Section 3.4.6 presents theresults of applying
thistheory to standard benchmarks, and Section 3.4.7 concludes with a briefsummary of thiswork.

3.4.2. Previous Work

The power dissipation of a CMOS logic circuit depends on the gate capacitances and node
switching activity. Low-power synthesis algorithms at the technology independent level
([Bah95][Ima95][Lin93a][She92]) use techniques like reducing the functional support from high-

activity inputs, or guiding sub-expression extraction through simple high-level power

approximations. However, in these works the effect on capacitance during networkrestructuring is
difficult to predict. At the technology dependent stage of synthesis these effects are more
predictable. At this stage, there have been works which try to minimize the total switching activity
using a procedure similar to Huffman's algorithms ([Tsu93a]) as well as methods which use areadelay trade-off curves ([Pra93][Tiw93]).

Rewiring, which is employed after technology mapping, allows us to make small functional
changes in the circuit which do not change the circuit structure and thus the capacitance. This gives

us more control over power dissipation and yields results which can be expected to translate in
power gains even at the transistor and layout level. [Roh96] and [Bah96] optimize a mq)ped circuit
for power by evaluating candidate circuits generated by a set of structural transformations using
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ATPG methods and learning-based redundancy addition/removal respectively. Both of these
methods can change area and delay properties of the circuit.

3.43. Algorithm Overview
In this work,we are interested in reducing the powerdissipation of a circuitby makingvery small

functional changes. An engine^ng change-based formulation is used to achieve this (in Section
3.4.5.1 we discuss tiie rationale behind this in detail). Specifically, we use rewiring to make

functional changes sothat gate capacitances areunchanged and thepower minimization problem is

reduced to minimizing switching activities. Since switching activity at a node depends onthe node

functional probability, we are now interested in making beneficial changes in the functional
probability. This is implemented as follows:

1. We partition the Boolean space into minterm classes such that each class has minterms ofsimi
larprobabilities, which can each be ^proximated by a single value per class. This allows usto

relate probability ofa function ineach class toits onset size ineach class (Section 3.3.3).

2. We use a global sensitivity based formulation to relate the expected change in overall power
dissipation toa change inthe onset size ofan internal node (Section 3.4.4.1).
3. We make some observations about thedistribution of the number of possible logic functions in

a Boolean space as a function oftheir onset sizes. This is used as a measure of the flexibility
available ata node inmaking functional changes and to predict the expected onset size when an
arbitrary functional change is made at aninternal node. (Section 3.4.4.2).

4. (2) and (3) above are used to select nodes with a lot flexibility in making functional changes
andfor whom a small functional change can greatly affect theoverall power dissipation.
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5. For each selected node, (1) and (3) are used to select the classes of the ODC minterms where

the predicted onset size when making a functional change results in a beneficial probability.
This is used to construct the incompletely specified target function for engineering change
(Section 3.4.5.3).

6. Rewiring is usedto select the minimum wireimplementation which satisfies the target function.
This guarantees that die circuit area and gate capacitance do not change and die critical path
does not increase und^ die unit delay model (Section 3.4.5.4).

3.4.4. Sensitivity and Flexibility in Synthesis for Low-Power
A change in fiictionality at a node in a network may influence both the power dissipation local to
that node as well as at nodes throughout the TFO. It was established in our work of [Len96b] that

there exists a simple and highly accurate numerical technique for computing the expected change
in functionality throughout the TFO of a node when functional manipulation is performed within
the bounds of the ODC. This was related to power under the assumption that all inputs had a
probability of 0.5 of switching during any clock period. In general, however, this assumption which

allows functional siz/e (i.e. minterm count) to be directly related to switching probability is invalid.
The extension of this work in [Len96b] provided a simple mechanism for generalizing the theory
under the assumption that the Boolean space could be sectioned into sets of like-probability

mint^ms. In [Len96b] we outlined an efficient mechanism for determining such sets. The work
[xesented here will unify these ideas to establish the concept of power-sensitivity for nodes within
a network with arbitrary input probabilities incorporating both local and global considerations.

To establish the concept of functional sensitivity, it is important to briefly outline the
relevant work of [Len96b] and [Len96a] (Section 3.3.3, Section 3.4.4.1). We wiU first outline the

technique for establishing similar minterm-probability classes. We then describe the technique for
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estimating the change in functionality throughout the TFO of a node when it is resynthesized and

we will relate this to the estimated change in activity.

In Section 3.4.4.2 we present a new technique to measure the synthesis flexibility at a node
by making some observations about the expected size of functions under an arbitrary functional
change.

3.4.4.1. Transitive Fanout Sensitivity

Consider a node n with intermediate node inputs {/ij, «2» "3* •••} where the functionality of node

Rj istochange from

to

. Let

bethe set ofminterms added to

be the set of

minterms removed. A minterm is added to the functionality at node n if it is added to (removed

from) the functionality at node nj and it is contained within the positive (negative) sensitivity of

node Rto R,,

(SJ[^^(Rj )). The expected change in function at node nis therefore given

by the probability of overly of the sensitivity and added/removed minterm sets at r j. As the

change in onset at node n| can only occur within the ODC at that node, and the added (removed)
minterms must liewithin

(/^ ),the following formulation may bederived:

= p(sr(".) (/„,ODC„,))|A„J

(EQ3.12)

Similarly, for the expected numberof minterms removed:

(/„,OOC„,))|A„J

(EQ3.13)

+p(SfV,)
where p{A\B) = jA n B\/\B\.
This formulation can be propagated throughout the TFO to estimate the expected sizeof
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the change in iiinctionality at every node influenced by the change at n|. (The technique for
handling reconvergent fanout is outlined in [Len96a], and omitted here.) Although this is only a

prediction ofaverage change infunctionality without an estimate ofstandard deviation, extensive
practical experimentation has shown that the variance of actual size of functional change versus

avotige estimate is extremely small. This follows from the fact that the vast majority ofpossible
functions which may arise during a synthesis step cover near half the total number of minterms
available within the ODC flexibility. This is discussedin greaterdetail in Section 3.4.4.

Whenall minterms (input variable assignments) havethe sameprobability of occurrence,

the relationship between the change in switching activity and expected size of the change in
functionality is trivial. However, this is not the case wl^n minterm probabilities are distributed.
Although the prediction of change in power assuming that all minterms are equallylikely would
correctly average out when sensitivityperformanceis examinedover a large number of circuits, in
general the standard deviation would become much too large to guarantee the usefulness of the
method for any specific instance. To make the technique more viable, it has to be able to be tuned
to the specific input probability distribution. This is achieved by splitting the Boolean space into a
set of classes, (p, of like-probability minterms. The technique outlined above is then performed
inside each class, resulting in the following sums:

£(P(A„)) = C,6<p
X

'

^

I '1
PiC.)

£(p(«„))= Z

C, e9

'

I 'I

(EQ3.14)

(EQ3.15)

As the computation of expected change in power given the local expected change is a

completely numerical procedure once the P('^^^('*i)|(/„j •ODC^^ •C,)) etc. terms have been
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Figure 3-9: Function size probability profile

computed foreach node andclass in a single pass over thenetwork, a reasonable number ofclasses
can be handled without the computational penaltydonunating the synthesis routine.

3.4.4.2. FlexibiUty

We have generalized the TFO sensitivity algorithm for circuits with arbitrary ii^ut switching

p'obabilities through the assumption of being able to partition the Boolean space into several
classes containing similar-probability minterms. Further, we have now shown how those classes

canbe efficiently computed. All that remains in thecomputation of a global power sensitivity is a
p'ediction of the sizeof the expected functional change during resynthesis.
To establishthis, we assume that any function within the boundsof the provided flexibility

is equally likely. This allows a functional sizeprobability profile to be trivially established as there
exists

ways of forming a k-minterm size function in an ^-minterm Boolean space. Example

profiles are shown in Fig. 3-9 for several input variable counts. (All profiles are binned into 64 x-
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axis Hata pointsfor comparative purposes.)

As the number of variables in the functional support increases, the centralizing effect

becomes more dramatic. Even for input counts {4, 6, 8,10} the normalized standard deviation of
the function count profile is {0.125, 0.062, 0.031, 0.016} respectively. This would decrease

exponentially for real-life functions with more inputs. It isthis property which allows an average

prediction technique for establishing sensitivity to work incredibly well for estimating the global
effect of specific synthesis cases.

This property also lets use define the functional flexibility for an arbitrary synthesis step.
The flexibility is defined as the expected functional change. Due to the above centralization

property, any function resulting fiom an arbitrary functional change isexpected to have half ofthe
don*t care flexibility in its onset. For example, an ODC containing N minterm, m of which are
N

I

originally in the function on-set, it is given by: —- m . The application of this to synthesis is
detailed in Section 3.4.5.

3.4^. Power Optimization Through Engineering Change
3.4.5.1. Engineering Change Based Formulation
Given a logic networkthat has been alreadybeen synthesized(possibly for low power), we want to

reduce the power dissipation by making incremental changes. In [Len96b] a technique was

explored whereby regional synthesis was guided to make small changes in node functionality

throughout a multi-level network suchthat the total power was reduced. However, the additional
circuitry that might be required to implement those functional changes could possibly offset the
power reduction achieved. This adverse effect can be reduced by using an engineering change

^proach which aims at modifying the circuit in a minimal wayto realize the newspecification at
the node.
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The problem ofminimal modification ofthe circuit toreduce power differs alittle from the

engineering change problem in that the target function is not a hard constraint. In general, wejust
want to achieve an arbitrary expansion/contraction of the onset within the ODC set such that the

power dissipation is decreased. This b^avior can becaptured by an incompletely specified target
function, i.e. a target function such that any onset change which meets the target function

q>ecification is beneficial. Computing a function which includes all possible such changes is
exponentially complex. However, the techniques described in Section 3.4.4 may be used to
compute a target function for which any arbitrary change which meets thefunction specification is
expected to be beneficial.

In the following, we outline an algorithm to compute this target function and a rewiring

based ^}proach to solve the engineering change problem. The choice of a rewiring approach is
particularly appropriate inthecontext ofpower optimization asrewiring a region of thecircuit does
not affect existing gate capacitance.

3.4.5.2. Rewiring based Power Optimization
Theproposed rewiring-based algorithm consists of two phases: identifying the redesign regionand

^plying rewiring to reduce power dissipation. The first phase involves determining the circuit
nodes which have the highest flexibility and power sensitivity. All nodes are ranked based on the

sensitivity of network power to expected change in functionality and the nodes contributing the
largest beneficial changes are selected for optimization. In a mapped circuit, optimizing just one
node does not yield significant power gains. In order to provide a sufficiently large input for the
optimizer to manipulate, we identify a region for rewiring with the flexible node at its root.
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3.4.5.3. Choosing Rewiring Region and the Target Function based on Flexibility/
Sensitivity Considerations
For each node, we estimate the suitability of the node for power optimization by computing the

expected change in its power dissipation undo* an arbitrary optimization stepas follows:

Wefirstpartition theboolean space in to kclasses using thetechniques presented in Section
3.3.3, such that all mintom probabilities in the Mi class can be ^iproximated by one average

probability value, say /?/. For a node implementing a functionality /, let the node cover before
optimization be f and after optimization be

. Lettheessential minterms of/be represented by
k

the functionfgssential and the DC byfoe- The probability of f, p{f) is then pif) = ^ p(/,"),
1= 0

where /." is the projection of f over the Mi class. Since minterms in each class arerepresented
'

k

by asingle p-obability, p{f) is given by p{f) =

P,- •I/,"! •
/ = G

Based on the current onset probability, we then decide if it is beneficial to expand or
contract the onset. Since from (EQ 3.7) /*(/)

p(/) • (1 - p(/)). if the currentprobability of the

node cover /, p(/) > 0.5, it is desirable to expand the onset so that the node power dissipation
decreases, and to contract if p(/) < 0.5.

Ineach class i, the final cover ff must include /gggg^iai.^ and may include some subset

of /^^ . Thus, for each class we have two possibilities: keep the original //within the class, or

(^timize // using /^^^. We compute the expected value ofthe onset size of /,•", F(l//' I), under
the conditions of allowing or not allowing the DC flexibility to influence functional specification

within theclass. The configuration most compatible with theobjective ofdecreasing local and TFO

activity isthen chosen. For example, in the case where DC flexibility is permitted, £(!//' I) can be

computed as £(|/,/^) = \fessentiai\-^^fDc!]^'

is the expected value of the onset

size ofafunction selected from aset ofminterms with acardinality of |/dcJ
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some optimization

step. From the discussion in Section 3.4.4.2,

~

' Ydc\

String

E(\f,"\) = \fessential,j +0-5|//>cJ . This expected change in functionality is combined with the
TFO sensitivity work of Section 3.4.4.1 to predict a global power change.

This expected global power dissipation change estimate is computed for all possible
combinations of allowing/not allowing the use of DC in each class and the best combination of DC
classes is then chosen for each node. The minterm classes i for which

is used in the best

flexibility combination are ref^red to as useful DC classes. The nodes with the highest potential
for reducing power are thenchosenfor optimization and the useful DC classes for each are used to
define the incompletelyspecified target function to be implementedat the node.

3.4.5.4. The Rewiring for Low Power Algorithm

We propose an algorithm based on rewiring to redesign the hot,flexible network region identified
by the techniques of the previous section. The redesign algorithm presented here modifies existing
circuitry by reconnecting gates in the region with all the gate types and gatecounts unchanged. As

a result, the power optimization process does not change the total gate capacitance of the circuit,
which means that anyreduction in switching activity is made without a capacitance trade-off.
The proposed rewiring algorithm is an adaptation of [Kuk94] which formulates the
redesign problem as a Boolean-constraint problem and gives an algorithm based on HDDs to

generate all possible assignments of gate connections which satisfy the specified target
functionality.

The rewiringalgorithm assignsa Booleanconnection variablefor eachorderedpair of gate

outputs and inputs in the region. The value of the variable is 1 if thereexistsa connection between
this pair in the redesigned circuit and 0 otherwise. It then builds a characteristic function for each
gate to capture all possible functionalities that can be implemented at that gate using all possible
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combinations of the connection variables.

Formally, lets

(i= l,...,ik-l) betheBoolean variable fortheconnection fix)m theoutput

of gate i to an input of a 2-input AND gate k. Letv,- be the Boolean variable corresponding to the
output of thegate i. Then this characteristic function X2-AND

^

k

X2-AND ~

VjVi

(EQ3.16)

1= 1

where LTE2() is the Boolean function which evaluates to one iff < 2 of its arguments are one. The

LTE2 thus selectstwo of the aU possibleconnection variablesfeedinginto the inputs of gate k, and

Xi-AND captures all possible connection assignments which implement the AND function atvj^.
The complete set of possible functions which can be implementedby the region can then

be computed given by ANDingthe characteristic functions of all gates. That is, the characteristic
function of the circuit after reconnection x»is given by

X(v, c) = ri
g^G

where Gis the set ofgates in the original network and Xg is the characteristic function for gate g.
V is the set of all circuit variables and c is the set of all connection variables.

After smoothing out all the internal variables in v which are associated with the
int^mediate nodes in the region, we are left with x(i> o, c), a function of the primary input (i) and

output variables(o) and all the connection variables. We then compare this with the characteristic

function x/i* o), of the target specifications. Note that in our case, this is target function an
incompletely specified function with the don't cares flexibility provided by the useful DC classes
computed in 3.4.5.3.. The condition on the connection variables c then is that the input-output
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behavior of the reconnected circuit implies theiiq)ut-output behavior ofthe specification. i.e.,

Xred«ign(<^) = ?i,

=>

(EQ 3.18)

The consensus op^ator above extracts all 0-1 assignments to c such that

X(i, o, c) ^ Xj("» ®) is atautology. Note that each minterm ofthe characteristic function represents
a 0-1 assignment ofthe connection variables which will satisfy the target functionality. For more
details of the algorithm, refer to [Kuk94].

Tlie target function for the redesign region is computed usingand the useful DC
classes asdetermined bythe algorithm intheprevious section. The union ofthese useful DC classes

gives asubset ofthe node DC set which isexpected tobebeneficial for power optirmzation and this
incompletely specified function isused todirect the rewiring algorithm. The output ofthe rewiring

algorithm is a set of minterms of connection variables, each of which satisfy the incompletely
specified target function. While each ofthese represents a different wiring scheme with a different
power dissipation, based onthe reasoning ofSection 3.4.4.2, the target function isconstructed such
that the power dissipation is expected to reduce when we arbitrarily pick a single wiring
assignment. Without any loss of generality, we pick the assignment which implies the minimum
numbers of connection wires. This minimizes the powerdissipation due to wiring capacitances, and

under a unit delay model guarantees thatthe critical pathlength for the region does notincrease.

3.4.6. Results

The algorithms above have been implemented inside the SIS logic synthesis package. A subset of
circuits from the MCNC and ISCAS_89 benchmark set were used to obtain the ejq)erimental

results. All circuits were m£^ped using msiLgenlib. Withoutany loss of functional geno'ality, the

rewiring algorithm usesa reduced form of this library dueto thelimitations of the current rewiring
implementation. Power estimation and switching activity computation was performed using the
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symbolic simulation method of [Gho92] using a zero-delay model. All input probabilities were
chosen from a uniform distribution over [0,1]

Theresults from therewiring algorithm arepresented inTable3-2. Theresults obtained by

first m^)ping the circuit, then optimizing it for area using script.rugged and ttien applying our

rewiring algorithm to it. The runtimes in Column 2 are on a DEC Alpha machine. Column 3
contains thepower dissipations of the mapped, area optimized circuit input to ouralgorithm and
Column 4 has the power dissipation of therewired circuit resulting from ouralgorithm. Column 5
contains the ratioof thesetwo.Overall, a 4% reduction in powerwas achieved, withreductions of

up to 13% insome cases. Note that rewiring can never increase the gate count soinessence there
is notrade-off in this power reduction. In fact, there was in general a reduction in literal count due
to the fact thatduring therewiring procedure, notall gates pins are necessarily re-used. Weexpect

the results to further improve as we extend our benchmarking to large circuits, since these circuits
would have more flexibility for redesign.

3.4.7. Conclusions

We have addressed the problem ofpower optimization at the technology-dependent level. The main
contributions of this work are:

• An engineering change (EC) based formulation of the problem of resynthesis for low power
which allows the adaptation ofEC algorithms topower minimization. This formulation is made

possible by two critical observations about the numerical properties ofminterms and functions
in the Boolean space. We use these to construct a target function for EC, such that any imple
mentationsatisfying the target function is expectedto reduce power.

• A unified framework combining thetheory of [Len95] and [Len96b] to allow global power sen
sitivities to be defined for networks with arbitrary input probability distributions. To achieve
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Circuit

run time

(sec)

power (jiW)
before EC

power ratio

after EC
0.98

traffic_cl

0.1

26.1

25.7

bl

0.1

16.6

16.1

0.97

0.6

96.0

93.6

0.98

cm82

0.6

83.6

79.2

0.95

cmlSl

3.2

94.7

88.6

0.94

parity

4.2

225.5

197.4

0.88

mux_cl

0.3

59.4

57.3

0.96

cml38

0.3

49.4

47.3

0.96

cl7

0.1

25.8

25.8

1.00

tcon

0.7

112.2

110.9

0.99

decod

0.7

67.2

65.1

0.97

cmb

1.2

174.3

167.9

0.96

cml63

1.3

157.2

149.6

0.95

pole

2.8

168.5

160.1

0.95

mux

2.0

94.7

190.4

0.98

cml62

0.7

104.0

101.7

0.98

cmlSO

1.9

176.4

171.3

0.97

cm8S

1.1

95.3

88.2

0.93

z4ml

1.2

105.4

100.9

0.96

cu

1.2

131.6

126.1

0.96

pcler8

0.7

229.5

218.8

0.95

cc

2.3

161.6

151.4

0.94

unreg

36.1

328.4

314.3

0.96

count

10.9

414.3

412.1

0.99

my_adder

38.2

649.0

622.5

0.96

comp

87.0

437.8

398.7

0.94

cht

33.6

218.1

190.3

0.87

c8

10.5

488.3

467.4

0.96

lal

4.9

310.4

295.7

0.95

b9

66.5

364.9

350.2

0.96

2.4

195.1

185.6

0.95

figl

12.0

457.5

444.1

0.97

ttt2

14.2

362.3

348.9

0.96

terml

36.7

548.9

527.8

cm42

cordic

0.96
0.96

Total

Table 3-2: Power reduction byrewiring on some area-optimized MCNC/ISCAS-89 benchmarks
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this, we partitioned the Boolean space into similar-minterm-probability classes within which
the existing functional sensitivity theory applies. Our global sensitivity based approach takes
into account the affect of TFO activity change on the circuit power dissipation when making
local functional changes.

• New theory for estimating the expected change in onset size of a logic function during synthe
sisgiven a specific flexibility. This was based onourobservations about thesmall variance in
the distribution of the number of possible logic functions in the Boolean space as a function of
their onset size.

• A technique using these theories to select hot nodes with a lot of flexibility in making func
tional changes andfor whom a small functional change cangreatly affect the overall power dis
sipation; and a techniqueto constructthe target functionfor rewiring.
• A rewiring approach to EC which achieves the above target function while guaranteeing that
the circuit area and gate capacitancedo not change and the critical path does not increase under
the unit delay model. Experimental results show an averageof power reduction of 4% on a set
of MCNC benchmark circuits, with reductions of up to 13% in some cases.

3.5. Summary
Power optimization algorithms were presentedat the technology independent and dependent phases

of logic synthesis. These algorithmsexploitthe fact that the Boolean space spanned by the primary
input vectors of a combinational function may contain a large variance in minterm probabilities. An
efficient technique was outlined for e}q>loring the Boolean space to identify minterms highly

appropriate for influencing switching activity. The notion of power sensitive minterms was
introduced to capture the variance in minterm (H'obability distribution. The overlap of power
sensitive minterms, which cover a large fraction of the probability space but a very small fraction
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of the Boolean space, with the DC set was used to bias technology ind^)endent area/delay

optimization towards reducing switching activity. Experimental results show that power can be
reduced by as muchas 46% and by 16% on the average without any area penalty.

Atechnology dependent power optimization technique wasproposed which formulates die

problem of hot spotreduction as a variant of the engineering change (EC) problem. A technique
was presented for determining die sensitivity of circuit power dissipation to functional changes

considering both local and global effects. Ibis sensitivity was combined with a measure of
synthesis flexibility to identify hot regions in the circuit which have a lot of flexibility in making
functional changes and for whom a small functional change can greatly affect the overall power
dissipation. An incompletely specified target function wasconstructed for the hot region suchthat
any implementation satisfying it is expected to reduce power. A rewiring algorithm was used to
solvethe resulting EC problem without affecting circuit area, gate capacitance or delayunder the
unit delay model. Experimental results on a set of MCNC benchmark circuits show that the

proposed approach cangive upto 13% reduction in power dissipation with an average reduction of
4%.
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4

Logic Synthesis for Pass T^nsistor
Circuits

4.1. Introduction

Static CMOS has long been the design style of choice for most IC designers. However, switching

capacitances in a static CMOS circuit can be fairly large. With the shrinking feature sizes and
increasingtransistorcounts on chips, the push for higher speed and lower power makes it necessary
to look for alternative design styles which can offer better performance characteristics to static
CMOS. These include pass-transistor-based logic families, domino-like dynamic logic styles etc.
[Rab96]

Amongthese, pass transistorlogic (PTL) circuitsoffer great promise.Comparedto domino
circuits, they are less susceptibleto crosstalk problems, which is a major issue in deep sub-micron

technology. Several case studieshave shownthat PTL can implement most functions with fewer
transistors than static CMOS [Cha92a][Yan90]. This reduces the overall capacitance, resulting in

faster switching times and lower power. It was reported in [Yan90] that a complementary PTL

multiplier was twiceas fast as conventional CMOSdue to lowerinputcapacitance andhigherlogic
functionality. At a supply voltageof 4V, PTLdesignstypicallyconsume30% less powerthan static
CMOSdesigns [Cha92a]. To illustratethis point, considera function F=A+BC. Fig. 4-1(a) shows

one implementation of this function in PTL and Rg. 4-1(b) showsthe corresponding staticCMOS
implementation. Clearly,the PTL designstyle can yield a circuitwhichcan be much morecompact
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Figure 4-1: Comparing pass transistor and static CMOS implementaticms of anexample function
F=A+BC

than static CMOS. It was reported in [Yan96] that the PTL yielded a 32% improvement in area,

29% improvement in delay and a 47% improvement in power over a static CMOS OR/NANDbased implementation of this hinction.

The circuit in Fig. 4-1(b) can in fact, also be interpreted as a PTL circuit. The only
difference between PTL and static CMOS is that in static CMOS, unlike PTL, all paths from

to the output areconnected viapMOS (thepull-up network) and paths from output to ground are
connected via nMOS (pull-down network). Thus, static CMOS canbe viewed as restricted caseof
PTL. These restrictions makethe task of synthesizing safe, large static CMOS circuits easier, but

reduce the potential of circuit optimization. Thus, given a methodology to synthesize safe, large
circuits, PTL can be more attractive then static CMOS.

The lack of such a methodology is why the use of pass transistors in industrycircuits has

been

very

limited.

While

there

have

been

several

attempts

in

this

area

([AlA91][Jae96][Nev94][Rad85][Sak90][Sal95][Sas95][Sha95][Yan96]), limitations of some of
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which arediscussed later in the chapter, thereare no algorithms which can be usedto design safe,

large PTLcircuits. Thus, while designers canmanually design very efficient small PTL circuits as

inFig. 4-1, a satisfactory solution to automatic synthesis ofcircuits realizing theexpected benefits
of PTL does not exist.

This work addresses this void with a decomposed BDD-based approach which exploits

some of the strengths of PTL logic and is scalable in that it can be used to obtain compact, multi
stagetransistor-level circuits for large, arbitrary designs.

Acomprehensive synthesis flow is outlined for PTL design starting fi'om anunoptimized

logic level netlist, all the way up to generating a spice netlist. For this, a suitable logic level
abstraction based on decomposed BDDs is proposed which allows performing logic level

optimizations similar tothe traditional multi-level network based synthesis flow for static CMOS.
This representation takes advantage ofthe correspondence between PTL circuits and BDDs without
suffering fixjm the drawbacks imposed by properties of monolithic BDDs. A straightforward

maiq)ing exists fiom this logic level abstraction to atransistor-level PTL netlist which preserves all
the interconnection information. This makes possible optimizations with a direct impact on area,

delay and power of the final circuit implementation. A set ofheuristical algorithms to synthesize
PTL circuits optimized for area, delay and power, which are key tothe proposed synthesis flow, are

presented. E?q)erimental results on ISCAS benchmark circuits show that the proposed technique

yields PTL circuits with substantial improvements over conventional static CMOS designs. To the
best ofour knowledge this isthe first time PTL circuits have been synthesized for theentire ISCAS
benchmark sets.

The rest of the ch£q)ter is organized as follows: Section 4.2, argues why a BDD-based

approach is suitable for PTL circuit synthesis and reviews the shortcomings of monolithic BDDbased approaches. Section 4.3 motivates decomposed BDDs as asuitable logic level abstraction for
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PTLsynthesis. Section 4.4 compares theproposed decomposed BDD-based synthesis flow andthe
traditional af^roach for staticCMOS. Section 4.5 presents decomposition techniques to obtainPTL
circuitsoptimized for area,delay and power. Section 4.6 presents the experimental results. Section
4.7 outlines issues for future research, Section 4.8 reviews the contributions of this work and

Section 4.9 concludes with a summary of this work.

4^. Pass IVansistor Logic Networks and BDDs
One of the main strengths of static CMOS designs is that they are guaranteed to not have a steadystate sneak path connecting a node to both power supply and ground at the same time und^ some

input combination. From Section4.1, PTL admits moregeneralcircuit structuresthan staticCMOS.
However, it suffers from the drawback that there is no guarantee on the absence of sneak paths in

the circuit. Hence, special care needs to be taken to ensure that the circuit is sneak path-free. For
example, the PTL circuit in Fig. 4-2 requires only three transistors to implement the example
function from Fig. 4-1. However, this circuit has a sneak path as shown, forcing the output to be

connected to both ground and power supply at the same time when A=l, B=0, C=0. There is
therefore the need of a methodology to synthesize PTL circuits which ensure the absence of such
sneak paths, or guarantee that if they exist in the logic they cannot be exercised (e.g. via the use of
input don't cares).

The basic unit in PTL is a MOS transistor which is used as a switch. When the control

signal at the MOS gate is enabled, the input (drain/source) is connected to the output (source/drain).
The output is in a high impedance state when the control signal is disabled. This switching

characteristic of the MOS makes it very easy to implement a multiplexer in PTL as a wired OR of
transistors.
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Figure 4-2: A PTLcircuit with a sneak path
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Figure 4-3: Implementing a BDD node in PTL
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Figure 4-4 : Comparing pass transistor implementations of theexample function of Fig. 4-1 with its BDD
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Figure 4-5 : Alternative BDD-based implementation of the example function from Fig.4-1
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A 2-input multiplexer implements the same functionality as a BDD node, with the BDD

node variable corresponding to thecontrol signal ofthe multiplexer and theoutgoing and incoming
branches of theBDD node corresponding to theinputs andoutput of the multiplexer respectively.
Hg. 4-3 shows twodifferent ways of implementing a BDD nodeusing two MOS transistors.
Thus, the BDD representation of the target function can be very easily mapped to a

multiplexer network, which in turn can be implemented compactly using pass transistors. This
provides a way to construct efficient PTLcircuits [Sak90]. In fact, thePTLimplementation in Fig.
4-l(a) coiresponds to the BDD of F, as shown in Fig. 4-4.

The mainadvantage of such a BDD-based approach is that it always gives correct, sneak-

path-free circuits, sinceat a time, onlyone pathconnecting the ground/power supply to the output
is active. Using the two different implementations of a BDD node fK)m Fig. 4-3 yields the two
circuits shownin Rg. 4-5(a) and Fig.4-5(b), bothsmallerthan the staticCMOS implementation in

Fig.4-5(c). Note that the nMOS-only implementation in Fig. 4-5(b) uses more transistors than the
implementation in Rg. 4-5(a) becauseit needssignal and signal for each BDD node. However, it
is quitecompetitive in termsof gate area.This is due to the factthat to obtaina similarcurrentdrive,
pMOS has to be twice as big as nMOS in terms of the gate size (a minimum size pMOS has
dimensions 3XxX while a minimum size nMOS is 1.5XxX). This results in higher active gate area

per transistorin the case of static CMOSand a pMOS/nMOS PTL. Also, in a pMOS/nMOS PTL,
a pMOScan be in a path propagating a "1" andan nMOS can be in a pathpropagating "0", resulting
in output levels of V, and Vii-V, for "0" and "1" respectively. In comparison, in the nMOS-only
case, the voltage is Vdd-yt for output "1", and OV for output **0*' since nMOS are good conductors
of"0".

This has three advantages:
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• Each nMOS is at a better operatiiig point when propagating "0*' and has a higher drive, result
ing in a faster circuit

• The output has a better noise margin, which can be particularly important if it is driving MOS
gates (of buffers or subsequent stages).

• Apart from the savings in ia:tive gate area, the smaller size of nMOS also means a lower gate

capacitance. This results in a lower switching capacitance for the circuit making it faster and
also reducing its power dissipation.

In fact for large circuits, it was found empirically that the overhead of generating signal

was quite small (in most cases, particularly in case of large circuits, signal was required in the
circuit anyway as A is in Fig. 4-S(a)), and the gate area savings and performance gains more than
offset this. For this reason, this work uses the nMOS-only implementation of Fig. 4-3(c) in
synthesizing transistor-level circuits.

While a BDD-based PTL network can be quite compact, a naive BDD-based methodology

for implementing PTL circuits suffers from the drawback that for many functions of practical
interest, the size of a BDD representing the function can be exponential in the number of inputs.

Also, a circuit generatedfrom a monolithic BDD can have long chains of transistorscorresponding
to long paths from the root to the Q/1 terminals for the BDD. This is equivalent to implementinga
single-stage static CMOS circuit and can make the circuit very slow.

A technique for generating PTL circuits in which buffers are inserted in the monolithic
BDD to solve the speed problemis given in [Yan96]. However,this tqpproach still suffers from the
BDD size (s-oblem. A multi-level pass transistor logic is introduced in [Sas95], which tries to
maximize the logic shared between different parts of the circuit by looking at the structure of a
monolithicBDD. Using a monolithic BDD as the starting point and modifyingits structurehas two
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disadvantages; first, the s^jproach will not be viable for large circuits with exponentially sized
BDDs (e.g. a multiplier circuit). Secondly, even when a monolithic BDD can bebuilt, theresulting
circuit is highly sub-optimal in area because the optimizations are based on the topology of the
BDD andnotthelogic implemented from it, thereby restricting thesharing to sub-graphs found in
the original monolithic BDD.

43. PTL Networks and Decomposed BDDs
We propose a synthesis ^proach which does not construct monolithic BDDs for thecircuit at all.
The common problem of the previous works outlined in Section 4.2 is that they try to improve a
monolithic BDD-based solution. Theproposed approach is truly multi-stage in thatit always works

with a multi-level representation of the PTLcircuit which is similar to the traditional multi-level
network for staticCMOS. Forsucha flow, decomposed BDDsareproposed as a suitable logiclevel
abstraction of the circuit which exploits the correspondence between PTL circuits and BDDs

without suffering from thedrawbacks imposed by properties of monolithic BDDs (e.g., canonicity,
which may be desirable when using BDDs as a logic level data representation but is unnecessary
for circuit generation).

The growth in BDD size can be controlled by introducing new, intermediate variables

during the construction of the BDD itself. These intermediate variables are called decomposition
points andtheresulting setof BDDs (BDDs of thedecomposition points, andtheBDDof the target
function in terms of the primary inputs and decomposition points) is called a decomposed BDD

[Jai96]. An example of a decomposed BDD is shown in Fig. 4-6^ Note that the output of a

1. Although a moreefficient orderingfor this monolithic BDD exists [Bry86], for the givenordering this
case serves to illustrate the potential BDD size reduction due to decomposition.
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decomposition point BDD can be a node variable for the BDDs of subsequently introduced
decomposition points or thetarget function. From Section 4.2, this corresponds to theoutput of a
decomposition point driving MOS gates in the circuits of subsequent decomposition points or the

target function. Ihe resulting circuit is then a multi-stage circuit with cells inanygiven stage being
driven by the primary inputs and the outputs of preceding stages.

The intuition behind the savings in BDD size due to decomposition is as follows: in

genial, when constructing the graph ofa function F= G\ <op> G2, thesize ofF, IFI, is G(IGillG2l),

where IG]! and IG2I are the sizes of the input graphs. By introducing decomposition points for Gi
and G2, the size ofthe decomposed BDD is reduced to 0(IGil+IG2l). Thus, decomposition can be
very useful when there is a memory explosion due to a difficult BDD manipulation during BDD
construction. The trade-off here is that while monolithic ROBDDs are canonical for a given

ordering, a decomposed BDD is not, since a BDD for a given function canbedecomposed in many
ways. This howevCT does not pose a problem in PTL synthesis case, since the aim is to generate
PTL circuits and not manipulate BDD as a data structure.

Note that this approach is orthogonal to the approach of [Yan96], in that decomposed
BDDs canbe used to obtain a compact BDD representation ofthecircuit. Eachindividual BDD can

then be optimized bythe techniques presented in this work and then mapped to a transistor-level
circuit with ^ropriate buffering using [Yan96]. Similarly, optimization algorithms for area, delay

and power presented here can beapplied to BDDs generated using [Sas95] aswell. Section 4.5.2,

provides some more arguments on why, from a delay perspective for large circuits, a decomposed
BDD approach is better than a monolithic BDD-based approach combined with buffer ins^on.
The ideaof introducing intermediate variables to control the size of BDDs has previously
been usedin [Jai96][McG95] forunrelated (x-oblems. In these approaches decomposition wasused
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F = AD +

+ CF

X= AD, y = BF, z-CF

Figure 4-6: Comparing monolithic anddecomposed ROBDDs

in a different context. In [Jai96] decomposition was used to reduce the intermediate memory

requirements during BDD construction and in [McG95] it was used for cycle-based simulation. In
this work, deconq)osition is applied toconstruct a compact, decomposed BDD representation of the

target logic function which can be directly m^ped to a PTL network. The objective then is to
develop decomposition techniques such thatthePTLnetwork corresponding to the resulting BDD
is optimized for the desired objectives (e.g. area, speed, power).
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Figure 4-7: The traditional static CMOS synthesis flow vs. the proposed decomposed BDD
synthesis flow

4.4. A Synthesis Flow for FTL Design
Apart from p-oposing a decomposed HDD-based retn-esentation for PTL synthesis, a major
contribution of this work is a comprehensive synthesis flow for PTL design.

Fig. 4-7 shows the key steps ofthe traditional multi-level network based synthesis flow for
static CMOS. We propose an analogous synthesis flow where a decomposed BDD is used to

represent acircuit similar tothe multi-level network inthe traditional flow and each decomposition
point BDD is manipulated similar to a complex node inthe multi-level network.
A big advantage of the BDD-based PTL network design is that the one-to-one mapping
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between the BDD and the PTL network makes the technology m£^ping problem very

straightforward. As a result, we can perform circuitlevel optimizations by manipulating the BDD.
The fact that mapping preserves the circuit structure allows us to make high-level changes which

can have significant impacton area,powerand p^ormance, but for whichgains made at the high
level hold at the circuit level as well. This addresses a big p'oblem with the existing multi-level

network based synthesis flow where technology independent optimizations are becoming

increasingly irrelevant with respect to the final performance of the transistor-level design because
the technology mapping does not preservethe structure. This is particularly important in the context

of deep sub-microndesigns, where logic level optimizations need to be driven by physical issues
which depend on the circuit structure and topology.

The factoring operation of the conventional flow aims at extracting common sub

expressions out of a function description. This is similar to selecting good decomposition points in
the proposed flow. Substitution is similar to using a decomposition point as a BDD variable in the
construction of the BDDs of subsequent decomposition points and the target function. Elimination
is similar to composition operation on decomposition point BDDs, where a decomposition point
BDD is composed into the BDDs of the rest ofthe circuit and the BDD node variable corresponding
to the decomposition point eliminated if there is an overall saving in BDD nodes. Design
optimization using don't cares can be employed in the proposed flow in a fashion very similar to
the conventional flow. This is described in more detail in Section 4.7.1.

Apart fix>m above operations which are analogous to optimization steps in the conventional
synthesis flow, the decomposed BDD-based 2q)proach allows optimization of circuits in several
ways which have no equivalent in the conventional multi-level network based synthesis flow. These
are outlined in Section 4.5.
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between the BDD and the PTL network makes the technology mapping problem very

straightforward. As a result, we can performcircuit level optimizationsby manipulatingthe BDD.
The fact that mapping preserves the circuit structure allows us to make high-level changes which
can have significant impact on area, power and poformance, but for which gains made at the high
level hold at the circuit level as weU. This addresses a big [H'oblem with the existing multi-level

network based synthesis flow where technology independent optimizations are becoming
increasingly irrelevant with respect to the final performance of the transistor-level design because
the technology mappingdoes not preservethe structure. This is particularlyimportantin the context
of de^ sub-microndesigns, wh^ logic level optimizations need to be driven by physical issues
which depend on the circuit structure and topology.

The factoring operation of the conventional flow aims at extracting common sub

expressionsout of a function description. This is similar to selecting good decompositionpoints in
the proposed flow. Substitution is similar to using a decomposition point as a BDD variable in the
construction of the BDDs of subsequent decomposition points and the target function. Elimination

is similar to composition operation on decomposition point BDDs, where a decomposition point
BDD is composed into the BDDs of the rest of the circuit and the BDD node variable corresponding
to the decomposition point eliminated if there is an overall saving in BDD nodes. Design
optimization using don't cares can be employed in the proposed flow in a fashion very similar to
the conventional flow. This is described in more detail in Section 4.7.1.

Apart from above operations which are analogous to optimization steps in the conventional
synthesis flow, the decomposed BDD-based approach allows optimization of circuits in several
ways which have no equivalent in the conventional multi-level network based synthesis flow. These
are outlined in Section 4.5.
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4.5. Decomposition Techniques for BDD-based PTL Networks
4.5.1. Area Minimizalion

Since each node of a BDD corresponds to a PTL multiplexer cell, minimizing the area of the final

circuit implementation is the same as minimizing the size of the decomposed BDD representation.

A simple, greedy heuristic is employed to control the size of the decomposed BDD by
monitoring the BDD size while it is constructed This is similar to [Jai96]. When building the BDD

depth-first from inputs to outputs, a decomposition point is introduced whenever the BDD size
increases by a disix'oportionate amount. This attempts to avoid difficult BDD manipulations. A
decomposition point is also introduced when an individual BDD grows beyond a threshold value.
This ensures that none of the individual BDDs in the decomposed representation exceeds the

threshold. This is particularly important in the PTL context since both resistance and c^acitance
increase linearly with the number of transistor in series. Thus, a very deq) BDD can result in a slow
circuit.

Due to the local, greedy nature of the proposed heuristic, it is possible that the introduction
of a decomposition point prevents Boolean simplification in the target function BDD. To discover

some of these simplificationsthe decomposition points are composed back into the target function

jc = AB

composition

Figure 4-8 : BDD size reduction due to Boolean simplification via composition
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BDD as long as the overall BDD size reduces. An example of BDD size reduction by composition
due to Boolean simplification is shown in Hg. 4-8. Since the amount of reduction is dependent on

the order of composition, sevo'al different ordraings are experimented with to determine a good
choice.

Complementary edges can be used to reduce the size of the BDDs even further. A
complementary edge introduces an inverter in the circuit, saves at least one BDD node and in the
best case reduces the BDD size by half [Ake78]. Hence the net transistor count can only decrease.
Also, these inverters provide the added benefit of restoring the signal to the rail values, offsetting

any signal degradation due to its passage through a long pass transistor chain. Additionally, the
output of decomposition points are buffered if they are connected to MOS gates of a subsequent
stage.

Further, when synthesizing PTL networks from a decomposed BDD, a global variable
ordering for all BDDs is not required. This provides an additional flexibility for reducing the size
of each BDD by reordering them independently.

45.2. Performance

In a monolithic BDD implementation, the critical path cannot be longer than the number of input
variables n and can be as low as log n. Decomposition introduces extra control variables whose

critical paths can be in series with the critical path of the primary outputs' BDD. Note that the
critical path length of the decomposition point BDD is bounded by the number of its variables,
which can be more then n if the decomposition point is expressed in terms of other decomposition
points. The critical path of the decomposed BDD is then bounded by max {critical paths of

decomposition point BDDs, length of the longest path in the primary output BDDs). However,
while the monolithic BDD has a smaller upper bound compared to decomposed BDDs,
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Figure 4-9 : High performance heuristics (ordering: A,

C, D,x^ y, z)

decomposed BDDs have two advantages compared to monolithic BDDs: the multi-level nature of
the resulting circuit allows logic signals to becomputed inparallel (e.g., x and y, both would be

computed in two time units for the decomposition in Fig. 4-9). Secondly, when circuit level issues
are considered, the quadratic dependence ofdelay on the transistor chain length more than offsets
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any advantages of a shorter critical path ofa monolithic BDD which consists ofa single transistor
chain ascompared the critical path of a decomposed BDD which has several buffered stages. For

today*s static CMOS it is known that transistor chains longer than 3-4 transistors in series can be
unacceptably slow [Rab96]. A monolithic BDD-based circuit would require buffer insertion as in
[Yan96] for all but the smallest circuits. In comparison, a decomposed BDD-based circuit where

outputs of decomposition points are buffered allows exploiting area gains (and the associated
reduction in switching c£^acitance) while controlling the length of unbuffered chains. Selecting

decomposition points with £^proi^ate thresholds on the depth ofdecomposition point BDDs isthus
a more powerful strategy than selecting buffer insertion points in a monolithic BDD.

Apart from directly controlling the depth of decomposition point BDDs, the choice of
decomposition points can be targeted at minimizing the upper bound on the decomposition point

BDD delay when speed is the main concern. If a cutset' ofthe circuit is selected as the set of
decomposition points, then the critical path in the BDDs ofthe primary outputs is bounded by the
cutset cardinality (because BDDs of the primary outputs canbe constructed in terms of thecutset

variables only). Using theminimum cardinality cutset ofthe circuit asthe decomposition setisthen
a good heuristic to reduce thecritical path length. Anexample to illustrate this heuristic is shown
in Fig. 4-9. Fig. 4-9(b) and Fig. 4-9(c) compare thecritical path length when two different cutsets
are chosen as decomposition points. The critical path is Iowct when the mincut is selected as the
decomposition set (Fig. 4-9(b)) but longer thanthe monolithic ROBDD (Fig. 4-9(a)).
BDD variable ordering has a great impact on the BDD size and consequently the circuit
area. This ordering can also influence the circuit power and speed. Placing late arriving signals

I. set of nodessuch that all pathsfrom primary inputsto primary outputs passthrough somenodein the set
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closer to the outputscan speed-upthe circuit by minimizing the numberof transistorsthat need to

be chargedafter the late signal arrives. Signalflow in a BDD-based PTL network corresponds to
trav^ing the BDD from leaf nodes up. Thus it is advantageous to place late arriving control
variables close to the top of the BDD. Variablesin a BDD can be swapped pairwise as long as the

resulting variable ordo* does not cause the BDD size to increase significantly. In the example of
Hg. 4-9, placing the late arriving signal z at the top (Fig. 4-9(d))reduces the criticalpath by 1 unit
over Fig. 4-9(c). The best known dynamic reordering algorithms for BDD size ([Rud93][P^l])
move each variable or a block of variables throughout the order to And an optimal position for the

variable. A similar reordering can be performed for delay, where the optimal position is the one

resulting in the smallest depth BDD insteadof the smallestsized BDD. As in Section 4.5.1, each
decomposition point BDD can be reordered independently to optimizefor total delay.

4.53. Low Power

Powerdissipation in a circuitis a function of switching capacitance andswitching activity. It is thus
desirablethat the capacitance connected to nodes with high switching activity is minimized. Since

the gate c^acitance of a transistor is substantially higher than the drain/source capacitances, this
translates into ensuring that the high switching activity nodes are not connected to the gatesof too

many transistors. Notethat neglecting drain-source capacitance switching is analogous to ignoring
the internal node switching in a static CMOS gate.

In the case of PTL networks, only control variables are connected to the gate terminals of

transistors. In our decomposed BDD-based approach, the control variables consist of primary

inputs anddecomposition points. Notethatevery node in the BDDis implemented as a multiplexer
in the corresponding circuit and the node variable in the BDD is connected to the gates of two
transistors of the multiplexer. Minimizing the occurrences of high switching activity node then
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(a)

Rgure 4-11: Low Power heuristic to minimize glitching: F-A-¥ BQ piA=\) =1

p(F=\) »1

translates into minimizing the occurrences of the corresponding variable in the BDD. Re-ordering
BDD variables can be used to achieve this. Fig. 4-10 illustrates a case where re-ordering reduces

the occurrences of the high switching activity variable at the expense of more occurrences of a
lower switching activity variable.

A node in the PTL network is charged high when there is a path connecting it to the power

supply and discharged when there is a path connectingit to ground. Even when the output does not
change, glitching (charging and discharging of internal nodes) can consume a significant amount
of power. Glitching can be minimized by placing variables which have a low switching probability
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close to the bottom of the BDD. Tliis implies that the transistors controlled by these variables are

close to the powo: supply and ground in the PTL network. Depending upon their state, this will cuto^ the rest of the PTL network from the powCT supply or ground, resulting in a lower switching

powerdissipation. In the examplein Hg. 4-11,sincethe probabilityof A beinghigh is almost 1,the
nMOS connected to A is almost always cut-off, and F is almost always 1. The ordering in Hg. 411(a) can however result in a significant power dissipation due to the internal nodes being charged
through the nMOS coimected to C and discharged through the nMOS connected to B and C.

Compared to this, the ordering in Fig. 4-11(b) has no internal power dissipation as the nMOS
connected to A cuts-off the rest of the circuit from ground.

Note that these heuristics are similar to re-ordering transistors for low power at the circuit
level in static CMOS ([Hos96]). However, in our approach, technology mapping is straightforward
and there is a one-to-one correspondence between BDDs and PTL circuits. This aUows us to

perform Boolean manipulations at a high level in which we can trade-off circuit area for power,
rather then making restricted structural changes at the circuit level.

4.6. Results

The techniques described above have been tested on ISCAS benchmarks circuits, which include
circuits which are hard for monolithic BDD-based approaches (e.g. C6288 - the multiplier circuit).

This section presents results comparing our PTL synthesis algorithm with different static CMOS
synthesis algorithms to demonstrate the area and delay gains achieved by the proposed ai^roach,
and HSPICE simulation results to v^fy the validity of the logic level results.

The PTL synthesis algorithm was implemented in the SIS framework. It is compared
against four synthesis scripts for static CMOS: area and delay optimization scripts which do not use
don*t cares, and scriptrugged and scriptdelay of SIS. Technology mapping was performed using
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threedifferentlibraries:msu.genlib, 33-4.genlib, and44-3.genlib. All experiments were carriedout

on a 400 MHzDECAlpha witha SPECint_92 rating of 341,DEC 21164 CPU,4Mbcacheand2Gb
total memory.

PTL circuits were synthesized with four different threshold paramet^. This threshold
parameter from Section 4.5.1 controls the depthof decomposition point HDDs. For a givenlogic
circuit, the best of the four PTL transistor-level circuits was selected and data for this circuit is

(H'esented in aU tables. Compared to this,staticCMOS circuit in eachtableis the bestof several test
runswithdifferent parameters. Moreover, notthe samecircuitis usedin all tables. That is, the same

PTL circuit data is compared withthe area optimized static CMOS circuit in the area columns of
the tables and against the delay optimized static CMOS circuit in the delay columns. The gains

achieved by PTL are thus veryconservative, sincethe area-optimal staticCMOS circuitis far from
delay-optimal and vice versa.

The PTL results against results from area and delay optimization scripts for static CMOS
which do not use don't cares (m^ped for area and delay respectively using msu.genlib) are

compared in Table 4-1. Since this PTL implementation does not perform don't care optimization
yet, this table gives the best picture of the efhciency of the PTL algorithm. Colunm 1 contains the
names of the ISCAS benchmark circuits. Column 2 and 3 compare the active gate area (measured

in

of circuits synthesized by the PTL and minimum area static CMOS algorithm. Column 4

contains the relative gain in area achieved by our PTL algorithm over the static CMOS algorithm.
Columns 5 and 6 compare the critical path length of the circuits generated by PTL and minimum
delay static CMOS. Column 7 contains the relative gains of PTL over the static CMOS algorithm.

Table 4-2 presents results in the same format, this time comparing the PTL data of Table
4-1 with static CMOS results optimized using local optimizations and full don't cares. The static
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CMOS results in Column 2 are q}timized using scriptrugged and the results in Column S are

optimized using scripudelay. Note that the current PTL implementation does not p^orm local

optimizations or don't care optimizations. Thisis not an algorithmic limitation, and techniques for
tiiese optimizations in the decomposed BDD based PTL synthesis contextare outlinedin Section
4.7.1. In spite of this handicap, the currentPTL implementation yields impressive gains over the
scriptrugged and scriptdelay.

Table4-3 compares the runtimes of the PTL synthesis algorithm (colunm 6) with the area

and delay optimization scripts witiiout don't cares, and scriptrugged and scriptdelay (column 2,
column 3, column 4 and column 5 respectively). Note that the out{xit of static CMOS algorithms

is a mapped logicnetwork whilethe output of the PTLalgorithm is an HSPICE netlist. Hie results
clearly indicatethat PTL synthesisis substantially faster than all static CMOS techniques.
When using the critical path length as the metric to compare delays of two circuits, it is

important to ensurethat the amountof logicimplemented in a cell is similarfor each case,because
a circuit with large individual cells can have a small critical path but be slow due to high cell

propagation delay. Table 4-4 compares the cell countof the PTL circuitwith the area and delay

optimized static CMOS circuits of Table 4-1 in column 2, column 3 andcolumn 4 respectively, and
the average cell sizein column S,column 6, and colunm 7 respectively. Thedata indicates that the
PTL circuit indeed uses fewer cells with more logic in each individual cell. However, the delay of

eachcell is notdirectly relatedto the cell size sinceeach cell in the PTLcircuitimplements a BDD
structure, while the static CMOS cells implement a s^es-parallel pull-up and pull-down tree

structure. We analyze a fiill addercircuit andperform HSPICE analysis to examine thedelaytrade
off between a larger cell implementing a BDD structure vs. a smaller series-parallel logic cell.
These results are presented in Fig. 4-12.

As an aside, static CMOS circuits were also synthesized using larger libraries like 33116

4.genlib (87 cells, average cell size: 27.4

and 44-4.genlib (625 cells, average cell size 43.4 X^)

to see if a greater choice of cells, including very large cells, improved the static CMOS results.
However, it was found that there was no major change in the results, and in fact, the synthesis
runtimes for static CMOS increased by factors of 5 -100 due to the library size.

Table4-5 presents the logic synthesis and HSPICE analysis results for a full addo: circuit
implemented in PTL andstaticCMOS. Column2, column 3, column4, andcolumn5 providelogic
level data (area, number of transistors, numba" of cells and average cell size respectively) for the
two test cases. Column 6 and column 7 contain the slowest rise and fall times from an exhaustive

HSPICE simulation. Fig. 4-12 (a) and (b) show the rise and fall time waveform plot. The results
indicate that PTL has a smaller fall time and the same rise time as static CMOS. This is to be

expected since an nMOS-only PTL circuitis good at conducting "0*'. The critical path thus seems
to be a good indicator of the fall times. In general, a lower area implies a smaller switching
capacitance, which does indeed correlate with a faster circuits. Tfrus, the 20-5Oh% gains achieved
at logic level should translate to gains at the transistor level, albeit in slightly smaller numbers.
(Note that the delay gains are not really reduced in mapping to the transistor-level. This analysis is

aimed only at providing a good understanding of the logic-level critical path length as a metric of
delay at the transistor-level).

Column 8 and column 9 present the average and rms power dissipationresults. The static
CMOS circuit has a lower average power dissipation but a higher rms power dissipation. Fig. 412(c) indicates that the static CMOS has a higher peak power dissipation as well. This can be

explained by the fact that static CMOS has a higher switching capacitance, while PTL may have a
higher leakage current. While the lower average power dissipation of static CMOS is good from the

battery life perspective, a higher peak and rms power dissipation is undesirable from the
electromigration and IR drop point of view.
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Delay

Area

Circuit

static CMOS

static CMOS

gain

PTL

(Area Opt)

(Delay Opt)

gain

PTL

54.0

58.5

-8%

3

2

33%

C432

1620.0

1468.5

9%

18

23

-28%

C499

3424.5

2920.5

15%

12

9

25%

C880

2673.0

2433.0

9%

16

9

44%

C1355

3424.5

2953.5

14%

14

6

57%

C1908

4851.0

3174.0

35%

20

14

30%

C2670

5787.0

4797.0

17%

18

11

39%

C3540

9279.0

7495.5

19%

28

18

36%

C5315

13266.0

12415.5

6%

24

11

54%

C6288

21321.0

16180.5

24%

120

70

42%

C7552

18310.5

19902.0

-9%

21

14

33%

C17

Table 4-1: Comparing the best area static CMOS vs. PTL and the best delay static CMOS vs. PTL
(Area is measured in X and delay is measuredas the length of the critical (longest topological) path)

Delay

Area
Circuit

static CMOS

{scriptjvgged
with full DC)

static CMOS

PTL

(without DC)

PTL

(scripLdelay

gain

withfiiUDC)

(without DC)

gain

49.5

58.5

-16%

3

2

33%

C432

1233.0

1468.5

-19%

18

23

-28%

C499

3244.5

2920.5

10%

11

9

18%

C880

2596.5

2433.0

6%

16

9

44%

C1355

3244.5

2953.5

9%

11

6

45%
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3226.5

3174.0

2%

18

14

22%

C2670

4491.0

4797.0

-9%

C3540

8176.5

7495.5

8%

26

18

31%

C5315

9985.5

12415.5

-24%

23

11

52%

C6288

19885.5

16180.5

19%

61

70

-15%

C17

C7552

-

19902.0

-

-

-

11

-

14

Table4-2: Comparing static CMOS optimized using local minimizationsand full Don't Cares (using
script,rugged for area and scriptdelay for delay) vs. PTL (which does not use local optimizationsor
any Don't Cares in this implementation). (Area is measured in and delay is measured as the length
of the critical path). A
indicates that the [H-ogram could not complete due to space out.
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static CMOS
Circuit

Delay
optimized

Area

optimized

PTL

scripUrugged

scr^Ldelay

vdth full DC

with full DC

0.01

0.01

0.10

0.10

0.01

C432

0.6

0.6

113.2

91.4

0.2

C499

1.1

1.0

12.9

10.5

0.6

C880

0.9

0.9

4.3

11.0

0.4

C1355

1.4

1.4

13.3

24.4

0.6

C1908

1.7

1.7

15.9

Al.l

1.1

C2670

3.0

2.6

100.4

C3540

4.3

3.5

30.0

371.4

2.8

C5315

7.2

5.9

22.9

664.9

5.1

C6288

5.5

6.1

65.0

287.2

10.4

C7552

10.1

8.6

C17

^

1.8

-

14.3

-

-

Table 4-3 : Comparing static CMOS vs. PTL in runtime (measured in seconds) (Note that the output
of static CMOS algorithms is a mapped logic netwoik while the output of the PTL algorithm is an
HSPICE netlist). A
indicates that the program could not complete due to space out.

Average Cell Size

Cell Count

Circuit

static CMOS

static CMOS
PTL

PTL

Area opt

Delay opt.

Area opt

Delay opt.

6

6

3

6.0

6.0

13.0

C432

141

144

58

7.7

7.7

16.9

C499

238

243

133

9.6

9.8

14.6

C880

223

215

94

8.0

8.8

17.2

C1355

238

235

41

9.6

10.8

48.0

C1908

356

345

189

9.1

10.1

11.2

C2670

425

514

227

9.1

8.8

14.1

C3540

778

789

382

8.0

8.5

13.1

C5315

1030

1238

316

8.6

8.7

26.2

C6288

2326

2340

929

6.1

6.1

11.6

C7552

1596

1512

989

7.6

8.3

13.4

C17

Table 4-4: Comparing static CMOS of Table 4-1 vs. PTL for cell counts and average cell size

(measured in 7?)
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Delay

Avg
Area

Logic

#MOS

#CeU

CeU
Critkal

Size

Path

Power

from HSPICE

Average
trise

(faff

RMS

PTL

42

22

1

42.0

1

0.6 ns

0.2 ns

30 nW

83^W

static CMOS

81

36

8

10.1

4

0.6 ns

0.5 ns

njiW

122 jlW

Table 4-5: Experimental data fOT a full adder circuit

volts

volts
ott(_cmo5

out_cni06
3-00

time (ns)

ome (Its)
IOjOO

IOJO

10.40

10.60

10.80

50.00

11.00

50.20

50.40

50.60

50.80

(b)

(a)

watts X 10

power_cinos

— power_pU
200.00

r

-400.00

-^.00

time (ns)

-800.00

Figure 4-12: HSPICE results on timing and power dissipation of a full adder circuit implemented in
static CMOS and PTL
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4.7. Enhancing the Decomposed BDD-based Approach
4.7.1. Don't Care Optimization

TTie PTL synthesis tool benchmarked in Section 4.6 does not use don't cares for design
optimization. Don't cares provide a significant amount of flexibility in minimizing a circuit as
witnessedfi*om the imp'ovement of the static CMOS area and delay results betweenTable 4-1 and
Table 4-2 in Section 4.6.

Extending the proposed ^>proach to handle don't cares is relatively straightforward.
Several heuristics to minimize BDD size using don't cares are {X'esented in [Shi94]. Since the area

of a decomposedBDD-basedPTL circuit is proportionalto the BDD size, the results of [Shi94] can
be applied to PTL synthesis directly. The synthesis algorithm would then be modified as follows:
after generating the decomposed BDD representation, the target function BDD and each
decomposition point BDD are minimizedwhile travellingfrom the primary outputs of the circuit to
primary inputs. In the context of the multi-stage circuit represented by the decomposed BDDs,
travelling from the outputs to the inputs amounts to first minimizing the target function BDD and

then each decomposed BDD in the reverse order of decomposition point introduction. For each
BDD, the compatibleobservabilitydon't cares for the output function are computed in terms of the
primary inputs. This is maiq)edto a local don't care set via image computation. The don't care set
construction is the same as in the case of the multi-level network minimization and the reader is

referred to [Sav90b] for more details. The heuristics of [Shi94] are then applied to minimize the

BDD. Based on the results reported in [Shi94], this extension can be expected to yield significant
reduction in the area of the PTL circuits.

4.7.2. Synthesis of Mixed static CMOS/PTL Circuits
This work has proposed the use of PTL for large deep sub-micron designs. PTL can provide
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substantial gains in area and delay over static CMOS, while the static CMOS has theadvantage of
a well-established design flow for synthesizing robust circuits. Static CMOS may be preferable
over PTL in cases where a static CMOS implementation of a gate is particularlyefficient,or where
an nMOS conducting **r* is not aUowed.

ThePTL synthesis flow proposed inthis work isvery general innature andallows synthesis
of mixed static CMOS/PTL circuits which can leverage the strengths of static CMOS as well as

PTL as appropriate. Each decomposition point HDD canbe viewed as a complex node and canbe
implemented by staticCMOS logicor PTL as desired.

Among other issues, currently ROBDDs are used as the underlying data structure for the

decomposed BDDs. General BDDs ([Ash91 ]),which aUow input variables toappear multiple times
along any path in the BDD, may be more appropriate from the PTL network design point of view
since in this case compactness is of more interest than canonicity.

4.8. Conclusions

We have outlined a methodology for synthesizing large pass transistor networks. The main
contributions of this work are the following:

• A decomposed BDD-based representation was proposed to take advantage of the correspon
dence between PTL circuits and BDDs without suffering fiom the drawbacks imposed by prop
erties of monolithic BDDs.

• Acomprehensive synthesis flow was outlined for PTL design. It was showed thatthe proposed

s^proach allows logic level optimizations similar to the traditional multi-level network based
synthesis flow for static CMOS, and also makes possible optimizations with a direct impact on
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area, delay and power of the final circuit implementation whichdo not have any equivalent in
the traditional approach. Using these techniques PTL circuits could be synthesized for the
entire ISCAS benchmark set.

• A set of heuristical algorithms to synthesize PTLcircuits optimized for area, delay and power
which are keyto the proposed synthesis flow, were presented. These algorithms are veryintui
tive and simple and have a greatimpact on the optimality of the resulting circuit.

Experimental results on ISCAS benchmark circuits show that the proposed technique
yields PTLcircuits with substantial improvements inareaanddelay overconventional static CMOS

designs. We believe that with more research in this area PTL can become a viable altmnative to
static CMOS, and that this work is the first step in that direction.

4.9. Summary
Synthesis techniques for pass transistor logic design were presented. Themmts of pass transistor

logic as an alternative to static CMOS fordeq)sub-micron design were discussed and theneed for
CAD algorithms for PTL circuit design was motivated. Decomposed BDDs were proposed as a
suitable logic level representation for the synthesis of PTL networks. Decomposed BDDs can

represent large, arbitrary functions asatruly multi-stage circuit and can exploit the natural, efficient
mapping of a BDD to PTL. A synthesis flow based on decomposed BDDs was outlined and
compared with thetraditional static CMOS standard cell based flow. Synthesis algorithms for area,
delay andpower minimization were presented. Experimental results onISCAS benchmark circuits
show an average reduction of 12% in area and33% in delay compared to static CMOS designs. To
the best of our knowledge this is the first time PTLcircuits have been synthesized for the entire
ISCAS benchmark set.
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5

Conclusioiis

A set of CAD algorithms for high performance circuit design were presented were (S'esented in
dissertation. The areaof high performance circuitdesignis currentlygoingdm)ugha paradigmshift
in terms of the cost functions and design objectives. Until very recently, minimizing area and delay

were the two maindesignobjectives. With the growing devicecounts and operating frequencies,
power is now a majordesignconcern. Also, with the advent of deep submicron technologies, the
delays are now associated mostly with the interconnect. In this context, the research presented in
this dissertationaddressedthe problemof algorithms for these design objectivesfor the current and
next generation of circuits.

Specifically, the problem of CAD for low power design was approachedfrom two aspects:
estimation and synthesis. Techniques for power estimation at the transistor level of circuit

abstraction and optimization algorithms for minimizing power at the logiclevel withouttradingoff
delay or area were presented.

The problem of next generationlogic synthesis was approachedin the context of the need
of alternatives to the traditional static CMOS logic and the increasing irrelevance of standard cell

based design methodology in addressing the deep submicron design concerns. Library free
synthesis algorithms for designingpass transistor logic (PTL) networkswere presented as a solution
to this problem.

The work in Chapta:2 addresses the transistor level power estimation problem by
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p'oposing a fast circuit simulationtechniqueto speed-uppower estimation and a methodology to
obtain statisticallysignificantestimates without externally provided input stimuli.

SYMPHONY, a mixed signal simulator which exploits the special charactoistics of
BiMOS mixed signal circuits was presented SYMPHONY contains a fast simulator for digital
circuits and several new techniques to efficiently simulate BiMOS circuits. The typical switching
behavior of bipolar devices in digital setting was exploited by using a simplified model to
approximate the bipolar device characteristics. The ^oblem of minimizing the worst case
^proximation error was formulated and a heuristic proposed to achieve this by using a PWL model

with expanded Chebyshev points as the breakpoints. Dynamic circuit partitioning was combined
with an event-driven approach to exploit the latency and multi-ratebehavior. Experimentalresults
showed that SYMPHONY can yield 2x-250x speed-up over SPICE3e depending upon the amount
of analog circuitry present in the design. SYMPHONY was faster and more accurate than
PowerMill when applied to power simulation.

A stochastic model was developed for power dissipation at the transistor level, and certain
properties proved for this model. Power estimation was then reduced to a mean estimation problem
using these properties. A Monte Carlo approach was used for mean estimation. A formal stopping
criterion was derived to guarantee a desired error bound at a specified confidence level, under the

assumption that power dissipation in a clock cycle is normally distributed. To further speed-up the
estimation process, a divide-and-conqu^ ^proach was used to break down the problem in sizes
that become practically feasible for transistor-level simulation. The main advantage of partitioning
for estimation is that the multi-rate behavior and stiffness of a circuit from the power perspective

can be exploited. A statistical model was used to propagate signal information between partitions
of a circuit. Experimental results showed that the power estimator converged to a power estimate
in very reasonable runtimes and met the prescribed error bounds in all cases.
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Thegoalof logicsynthesis is generation andoptimization of a multi-level logicdescription

which implements a specified function. In the work of Chapter 3, the objective is minimization of

power atthetechnology independent and dependent stages oflogic optimization without trading off
delay or area.

The Boolean space spanned by the primary input vectors of a combinational function can

contain a large variance in minterm probabilities. It was shown that the Boolean space can be

partitioned into classes such thatclasses containing only 10% of the Boolean space cover as much
as 90% of the total probability. This characteristic of the minterm probability distribution was

exploited to reduce power dissipation. The notion of power sensitive minterms wasintroduced to

capture the parts of the Boolean space which can significantly affect power dissipation of a
function. An algorithm for technology independent poweroptimization was proposed which used

power sensitive minterms along with the don'tcares ofafunction tominimize itsswitching activity
without compromising the flexibility for delay/area optimization. The results showed that an
average powerreduction of 16% was achieved overall test cases without any area penalty.
Power sensitive minterms can also be used to guide resynthesis techniques for low power.

Theobjective of resynthesis forlowpower is to make changes in a synthesized multi-level network
such thatthepower dissipation of thecircuit is reduced. However, any additional circuitry required
to implement thischange canpossibly offsetthepower reduction achieved bytheonsetchange. An

engine^ng change based formulation was presented which aims at minimum modification of a
technology mapped circuit torealize thenew specification. Rewiring wasused to solvethisproblem

such thatpower reduction isachieved without increasing thecircuit areaordelay (under a unitdelay
model). The resultsshowed that powerreductions of up to 13%, with an average reduction of 4%,
were achieved over a set of benchmark circuits.

Pass transistor logic (PTL) can be a promising alternative to static CMOS for deep sub126

micron design and has the potential to improve area, delay, and reduce power consumption in
interconnect dominated technologies. Chapter 4 motivated the need for CAD algorithms for PTL

circuit design and proposed decomposed BDDs as a suitable logic level representation for synthesis

of PTL networks. Decomposed BDDs can represent large, arbitrary functions as a multi-stage
circuit and can exploit the natural, efficient m^ing of a BDD to PTL.

A comprehensive synthesis flow based on decomposed BDDs was outlined for PTL design.

It was shownthat the proposed aj^oach allows logic-level optimizations similarto the traditional
multi-level network and standard cell based synthesis flow for static CMOS. Moreover, this

^proach also makes possible optimizations with a direct impact on area, delay and power of the

final circuit implementation which do not have any equivalentin the traditionalapproach. A set of
heuristical algorithms were presented to synthesize PTL circuits optimized for area, delay and

power. Experimental results on ISCAS benchmark circuits showed that the proposed technique
yields PTL circuits with substantial improvements over static CMOS designs. To the best of our
knowledge this was the first time PTL circuits were synthesized for the entire ISCAS benchmark
set.

5.1. Future Work

The research work presented in this dissertation has focused on both estimation and synthesis
aspects of a design methodology for deep submicron, low power circuits. The following discusses

some specific extensions to this research as well as directions for future work in the area of
synthesis for deep submicron technologies in general.

A major limitation of the logic synthesis algorithms for low power design presented here
and by other researchers is that the power dissipation models input to the synthesis algorithms are
not very accurate or monotonic (with respect to the power dissipation of the final circuit extracted
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from the layout). As aresult, the gains achieved atthe logic level do not always translate to gains
inthefinal silicon implementation. This isprimarily due tothefact that these models donot account

for spatiotemporal correlations orthe glitching power dissipation (Section 3.2). Acomprehensive

study on the monotonicity ofthese models and the synthesis techniques which employ them would
be v^ useful for a designs in making power optimization decisions.

The work presented inthis dissertation attempted to minimize the impact of such a loss of
gains asdescribed above by px)posing techniques based onthe minterm probability distributions in
the primary input space. While this can take care ofspatial conelations, it still does not account for
temporal correlations or glitching power. This is not a fundamental limitation of the algorithm,
since this and most of the otherpublished algorithms use probability computation as a black box
routine, but is due to the fact that at present considering all spatiotemporal correlations is

prohibitively expensive in terms of both runtimes and memory requirements. Further research
alleviating these problems can make it practical to use these models in guiding the existing
synthesis techniques.

The technology independent power optimization algorithm presented in Chapter 3 can
itself be enhanced as follows - currently, the power sensitiveminterms are computed by grouping

together like probability minterms and selecting the highest average minterms probability groups.
Theseminterms arethenapplied towards poweroptimization andthe remaining partof the Boolean

space is applied towards area/delay optimization. In general, this would be expected to provide
substantial power savings without significantly affecting the area/delay optimization flexibility.
Theresults presented in Chapter 3 show that substantial power savings can indeed be achieved by
this approach. Thishowever is notthebestthatthis approach can yield. This is because the power
sensitivemintermsare few and randomlydistributedthroughoutthe Booleanspace. As a result, the

subset of the Boolean space formed by theseminterms as well as the subset formed by taking these
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away from the Boolean space are in a sense disconnected. Consequently, minimization algorithms
a la ESPRESSO [Rud87], whichrely on expandingandreducingthe cubecover of a functionin the

Boolean space are obstructed by these discontinuities and do not perform as well as may be
expected from just the proportion of the probability and minterm space covered by thesesubsets.
Smoothing out die powersensitive minterm set so that it is a strongly connected set of minterms

instead of the highest probability minterms only, canprovide more flexibility to the minimization
algorithms andrealize the full potential of the savings possible from the power sensitive minterms
based approach.

The technology dependent power optimization algorithm presented in Chsqiter 3 can be

further improved by changing the cost function in the selection of the new wiring of the circuit.
Currently, the rewiring algorithm generates a set of possible wiring solutions for the circuit, all of
which satisfy thecircuitfunctionality andareexpected to havea low^ power dissipation. Selecting

the lowest power wiring among these without exhaustively computing the power dissipation for
eachsolution is a very difficult problem, and currently the minimum wire solution is selected as a
a heuristic since it minimizes the number of internal signals which can switch and dissipate power.

An efficient technique to select the lowest powerwiring given the input probabilities could yield
larger power savings over this.

The pass transistor logic synthesis work presented in Ch^ter 4 can fit in a synthesis
framework for deep submicron technologies and also be used as a point tool. Some enhancements
to this work like don't care optimization and mixed static CMOS-PTL design have already been
outlined in detail in Section 4.7 and their implementation is straightforward.

The workon the deep submicron synthesisframework is currentlyunderway [Nex97]. This
framework aims at optimizing the circuit at the logic level with the interconnect delay, noise,

crosstalk and other physical design considerations in mind. The currentover-all architecture and
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Figure 5-1: A Framework for synthesis in deepsubmicron technologies [Nex97]

flow of this framework are presented in Fig. 5-1. The optimizations are performed by first

partitioning andfloorplanning the circuit so thatphysical locations canbe associated with different
parts of the circuit. The partitions are of a size such that the wires within a partition can be
considered as short wires who do not contribute significantly to path delays and only long wires

crossing partitions need be consids'ed for delay optimization. The circuit is then optimized for
int^connect delay by minimizing the numb^ of long wires by various logic optimization

techniques. Eachpartition is thensynthesized on-the-fly using staticCMOS, PTL,domino logic, or
a combinationof these logics. This is the context in which the PTL synthesis work fits in the deep

submicron synthesis framework. This process of global interconnect optimization followed by onthe-fly synthesis may be iterated to improve the solution quality. After this on-the-fly synthesis

stage, detailed place and routeis performed to obtainthe final layout of the circuit. The interested
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reader is referred to [Nex97] for more details.

A big challenge in applying library-firee on-the-fly-synthesis like the PTL synthesis

technique presented in this work to a framework as described above is circuit charactoization.
Sincethe circuits are not implemented using pre-characterized standard cells, it is verydifficult to
estimate the circuit delay, area, and power, and consequently guide the optimization algorithms.
The effect of this is most sevCTe in delay optimization as delay characteristics of PTL circuits can

be affected by the environment it operates in. This is because the drain and sources of transistors
chains can now be connectedto other signals in the circuit (as comparedto

and ground in the

static CMOS pull-up pull-down network case). This makes the delay of a cell dependenton other
signaldelaysin the circuit.Hie particularsynthesisalgorithm presentedin this dissertation does not
suffer from this problem because in this case each cell corresponds to a decomposed BDD whose
terminalsare

and ground. However,the general problemof circuit characterizationin a library-

free synthesis environment however is relevant to this case as well. Effrcient characterization
algorithms for this would greatly increase the potential of PTL and the p'oposed synthesis
methodology.

The PTL synthesis algorithm itself can be extended in several ways. The proposed

algorithm uses decomposed ROBDDs as the logic level representation. A critical requirement of
the data structure in order to directly map to it to a circuit is that a node in the logic level
representation should be efficiently implementable in PTL. ROBDDs use shannon decomposition
[Sha38], which translates to a multiplexer element in the corresponding circuit implementation - an

element that is very compactly implemented using PTL (four MOS transistors as compared to ten
in the case of static CMOS). It would be of great interest to explore what are the other such
decompositions that are suitable for PTL implementation. XOR-based decomposition can be one

possible decomposition strategy since XOR is also very efficiently implemented in PTL (four MOS
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transistors as comparedto twelve in the case of static CMOS). A considerable research on XORbased decompositions like Bxed-Polarity Reed-Muller form [ReeS4][MulS4] with positive and
negative Davio expansions [Dav78], etc., exists in the area of decision diagrams
[Sai93][Sas93a][Sas93b][Ste95] [Tsa94], with ordered functional decision diagrams [Keb93] and
ordered Kronecker functional decision diagrams [Bec94] being some of the data structures of

interest There has also been work on di^erent strategies for a multiplexer-based implementation

of a circuit and its properties [Ash93a] [Ash93b][Tha96], as well as combining other synthesis

strategies like spectral methods with BDDs[Han96]. This may be of interestfrom the perspective
of developing better heuristics for optimizing the existing decomposition strategyin the proposed
PTLsynthesis algorithm. Finally, someclasses of circuits are more suitable to synthesis usingPTL
than others. Arithmetic circuits is one class of circuits which can be efficiently implemented in PTL

since it is known that they have a very compact description using the AND and XOR operators

[Tsa96]. It would be of great interest to study what are all the different classes of circuit which are
most amenable to synthesis using PTL.
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